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“All stable processes we shall predict.
All unstable processes we shall control”
John Von Neumann
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Abstract
Since 1950 the world population has more than doubled. Along with another reasons, that made
the global number of cars increase by a factor of 10 [1]. It is possible to associate pollution’s
increase with the increase of vehicles, due to the fact that the vast majority of them rely on com-
bustion engines. With that in mind, engineers have been trying to use new technologies to create
vehicles that cause less pollution but which also are economically viable.
In this project, the purpose was to design a single electric motor drive for a car, that could
eventually participate in the formula student cup.
This document tries to present the bibliographic overview of this type of vehicles, and also
show the main choices needed to get a final design.
The project starts with the definition of main goals, literature study and lastly presents the field
work made to achieve these goals.
In the end, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor is used, controlled with Field Oriented
Control method. The control algorithm is both design and implemented in a microprocessor. Tem-
poral optimization of this algorithm is considered, and in order to achieve the highest frequency
possible, some modifications are done.
A final design for the power supply hardware is given, as the choice and design for semi-
conductors , drive’s module, passive-drive input/output board, heat-sink and input/output control-
board.
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Resumo
Desde 1950 a população mundial mais do que duplicou, o que juntamente com outras razões
provocou um aumento do número global de carros por um fator de 10 [1]. Pode associar-se o au-
mento de poluição com o aumento do número de veículos, visto que a grande maioria depende de
um motor de combustão interna. Com o objetivo de diminuir a poluição, a engenharia tem tentado
utilizar novas tecnologias de forma a construir veículos menos poluentes mas economicamente
viáveis.
Foi o objetivo deste trabalho, projetar um sistema de tração para um carro, com recurso a um
único motor elétrico, que pudesse eventualmente participar na competição formula student.
Este documento apresenta uma revisão bibliográfica sobre este tipo de veículos, demonstrando
as escolhas necessárias para obtenção de um desenho final.
O projeto inicia-se com a definição de objetivos, seguindo-se um estudo da literatura, apresen-
tando por fim o trabalho de campo realizado para cumprir os objetivos traçados.
Em suma, utiliza-se um motor síncrono de ímanes permanentes (PMSM) controlado pelo
método de controlo vectorial FOC. O algoritmo de controlo é desenhado sendo de seguida im-
plementado num microprocessador. Foram tidas em conta otimizações temporais deste mesmo
algoritmo de forma a obter a maior frequência de trabalho possível.
É considerado um último projeto do sistema físico, com a escolha e obtenção dos semicondu-
tores, e também com o desenho e construção da placa de controlo, placa de passivos para o módulo
de drive dos semicondutores, e ainda do dissipador de calor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Pollution, and air quality has been a general concern across the world since the second great world
war. Fuming chimneys as well as cars exhausts were a normal picture of urban environment. An-
thropogenic, which use fossil fuel in resource for electricity, heat, and automobile transportation
have greatly increased pollutants gases emissions, being carbon dioxide the dominant component
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Since 1950 the world population has more than doubled. Along with another reasons, that
made the global number of cars increase by a factor of 10 [1]. It is possible to associate pollu-
tion’s increase with the increase of vehicles, due to the fact that the vast majority of them rely on
combustion engines. The exhausts of these type of vehicles pollute the air with gases like carbon
dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (CxHy) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). Figure
1.1 shows the results of pollution by chimney’s and car’s exhausts in the city of Manhattan around
the year 1966.
Figure 1.1: Picture of smog in Manhattan (1996)
1
2 Introduction
In order to regulate this type of emissions and/or reduce them, a great effort has been done in
the development of other type of vehicles.
Electric vehicles are one of the solutions in sight. The requirement to be considered an Electric
vehicle (EV), is having an electric motor driving the wheels. The energy fed to the machine can
come either from fossil fuel and/or from batteries.
Vehicles that have both types of power in the system are called Hybrids. In some hybridization
levels the ratio of power between electrical and thermal systems is essentially the same, some
having even higher electrical power.
A fully hybrid vehicle, is in short, constituted by a system that presents a combustion engine
and one or more electric motors. The two sub-systems can work in series, if the electric machine(s)
drive the wheels using the thermal combustion engine as the on-board power supply, or in parallel
if both gas engine and electric motor contribute to the mechanical torque that drive the wheels. In
both cases the energy for the electrical power system can be stored in batteries.
These hybrid configurations improve the overall efficiency of the car and (the configurations)
diminish the gas emissions (i.e. in series mode, the combustion engine is working on an optimal
condition state thus lowering the total gas emissions).
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1.1 The project
This document presents a project which goal was to design PMSM drive system, that could be
used to power one race vehicle.
The vehicle in cause already has a battery management system and it is ready to supply the
power converter for the motor system. For this car, a PMSM will be used: EMRAX 228 high
Voltage.
The defined objectives for this project were:
• State of art study
– Electrical machine model and control methods
– Control strategy definition
– Power converter topologies
• Simulation
– Control algorithm definition
– Simulation using control blocks from the simulation tool
– Convert the simulation algorithm into C programming language
– Program the algorithm into the microcontroller unit
• Hardware design
– Mechanical draw of the entire hardware system
– Build a control unit board
– DC-link Capacitor choice and acquisition
– DC-link Reactor (Inductor) choice and acquisition
– Voltage and Current sensors choice and acquisition
– Semiconductor choice for the power converter
– Semiconductor drivers choice and acquisition, and also build its respective board
– Heat-sink design
Maintaining the structure size to a minimum is one of the requirements, which was accom-
plished by screwing all the semiconductor and passive elements onto the heat-sink’s frame.
The transistor drives and the electronic control module should also be in the same frame, so
the idea was to build a rack that could fit the transistor drives. The control unit will send the gate
signals by wire to the drivers.
This control unit should also have some protection hardware, like overcurrent protection, dead
time control of gate signals, voltage and current sensor signal acquisition modules, etc.
4 Introduction
1.2 Document Structure
The project is presented in 6 Chapters.
Chapter 1 discusses the purpose of the project making a brief introduction.
Chapter 2 describes the technical overview of an electrical vehicle. Starts with its biblio-
graphic overview, describing the existing types of electrical vehicles and then describes the main
power system which was the focus in this project.
Chapter 3 presents the bibliographic overview of the control techniques used in electrical
machines. Also explains the control method chosen.
Chapter 4 describes the simulation of the system model and control. Afterwards presents the
tests done and their results, in order to validate the simulation.
Chapter 5 shows the hardware system design. It focus mechanical design and electrical design
of all the needed subsystems, some of which turned into real prototypes.
Chapter 6, presents the final conclusions and critical review of the project are presented.
Lastly, some suggestions about future project development are made.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Electrical Vehicles
A vehicle may be considered an EV if one or a few electric motors are used to drive its wheels
[11] [12]. Unlike the internal combustion engine (ICE), electric motors don’t need to "ramp up"
before full torque can be provided to the load, which means that even at low speeds, maximum
torque can be achieved and therefore, high acceleration is common in this kind of motors. Also
comparing with ICE’s, this motors have low noise and great efficiencies, up to 98%.
In terms of operation, one can distinguish two main types of electric vehicles: Hybrid and
Pure Electric.
2.1.1 Hybrid
A hybrid vehicle incorporates an electric motor that can go from "helping" the ICE, to traction the
wheels with as much power as the ICE. This minimizes and changes the use of the ICE to reduce
the emissions per driven kilometer [12]. The electric power that moves the EM can either come
from the batteries or directly from the thermal engine. Depending on the drive train structure (how
electric motor and engine are connected) one can call these hybrid solutions series, paralell or
combined HEV / complex HEV.
The higher power the electric drive train has, bigger is its size, weight and cost. Optimizing
the relationship between ICE power and EM power is therefore an important assessment while
designing these vehicles. Hybridization ratio is closely connected with the type of drive train
structure [12].
HybridizationRatio =
PowerEM
PowerICE +PowerEM
(2.1)
Depending on the capacity of the installed batteries, these vehicles can usually be pluged to the
grid, enabling recharge of the battery. In vehicles which benefit from an ICE driving a generator,
this can be a great change in cost per kilometer, since there is no need for the ICE to be working if
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the batteries are still able to power the EM. At low charge, however, the engine is able to generate
power to both drive the EM and charge the batteries
A kinetic energy recuperation system can be used in order to reduce the energy losses in the
battery. This usually consists of a power supply with a bus of ultra capacitors, connected in parallel
with the batteries [13]. Their main purpose is to absorb high energy peaks from regenerative
breaking, or to deliver peak energy during acceleration, avoiding excessive heating in the battery
pack.
2.1.1.1 Series Hybrid
In this structure, only the electric motor powers to the wheels (seen in figure 2.1). The combustion
engine, drives an electric generator which then provides the energy both to the batteries and the
electric motor. If there is a need for higher power than the maximum given by the ICE, the EM
can get it from the batteries as well.
.
Figure 2.1: Series Hybrid structure illustration (adaptation from [2])
The biggest drawback of this structure is the large amount of energy spent in conversion since
the electric power has to be at least as high as the thermal system [12]. As the powers of both
systems are high, then their size and cost can come to excessive values.
The biggest advantage from having the ICE driving the generator is, that it can be placed
anywhere in the vehicle, instead of only being in the front. The suspension system suffers less
due to better mass balance. The electric motor can also be coupled directly to the wheels, without
using gearbox and transmission shafts. This saves some energy from the losses on those elements,
and enables the use of multiple motors, for example one on each wheel.
In stop-and-go city driving, these vehicles can prove to be more efficient than normal combus-
tion engine ones. It is also common to call these type of structure range-extended electric vehicles
because they do not depend greatly on batteries, and one can fill the fuel deposit as any other
normal combustion car.
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2.1.1.2 Parallel Hybrid
In a parallel structure vehicle, both systems are connected to the wheels. This requires them to
be connected via a mechanical shaft and transmission. There is no need for conventional starter
motor since, in most cases, the electric motor has enough power to start the thermal engine.
.
Figure 2.2: Parallel Hybrid structure illustration (adaptation from [2])
The electric motor can work as generator, recharging battery as necessary, in example, regen-
erative braking and it can also recharge the battery while the power transmitted by the thermal
machine is greater than needed. Parallel hybrids in fact rely more on batteries than other hybrid
structures. A great disadvantage is that in most vehicles, the electric motor is directly connected
to the transmission shaft (as shown in Figure 2.2), therefore not being able to recharge the battery
while the vehicle is not moving. It can be connected to the thermal engine behind the clutch but
then, one could not use only the electric motor to drive the wheels.
Another structure for parallel vehicle is having the thermal engine driving the front wheels and
the electric motor the rear wheels. This enables the possibility of having four-wheel drive with the
same system as the one referenced before. There is one drawback, a need for a start up motor to
start the ICE.
Some other weakness to point in this system are, the complexity of the system itself, being
rather complicated to control it. The termal machine has low efficiency at low RPM which leads
to really low efficiencies in stop-and-go city driving when this engine is connected to the same
shaft as the EM.
Comparing with the Series structure, this offers better efficiency in cruise speed and a large
flexibility to use the electric power both to boost acceleration or balance noise in the shaft . Also,
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there is no need for the electric motor to have as much power as the thermal engine, meaning its
cost and weight can be lower.
2.1.1.3 Combined Hybrid or Complex Hybrid EV
The complex or combined hybrid, as the name suggest, shares features between the other struc-
tures. To accomplish this, the electric motor, thermal engine and drive axle are connected via a
planetary gear set. This adds the possibility of decoupling the power supplied by the ICE from
the power demanded by the driver. The complexity of this structure is by far the greatest, but
also the most sold until at least 2012 [12]. The main advantage of this structure is the fact that it
can both work with only the electric motor at low speeds and with the thermal machine in cruise
speed. It uses both in between these modes of operation, and can also use both at high speeds
for greater acceleration. In a combined hybrid, a smaller, less flexible and highly efficient thermal
engine can be used, which reduces the size occupied at front. This system is much more expen-
sive because it uses a a mechanical split power, more computational power and an extra generator.
Plus, the planetary gear set is patented by Toyota. In short, it has more flexibility than the others,
better efficiencies in some modes of operation, and it has a lower need of high power thermal en-
gine. The main disadvantage comes from the very complicated control system which needs high
computational power, thus increasing its cost.
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2.1.2 Pure electric Vehicle
In general terms, a pure electric vehicle structure is far less complex than the hybrids, since most
of them already include all the principal subsystems for the electric motor to properly run.
.
Figure 2.3: Pure Electric structure illustration (adaptation from [2])
As seen in Figure 2.3, the main subsystems are the batteries and its respective control manage-
ment system, the power converter and the motor itself. In some cases there is also a transmission
box, but as electric motors can handle full torque to load at any working speed, there is no common
need for its. Another important subsystem, is the control unit, attached to the power converter and
the motor, which controls the torque delivered by the motor.
Most of the design features of pure electric power train will be addressed in section 2.3.
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2.2 Structure used
It should be an important task to choose between all the structures presented from sections 2.1.1
to 2.1.2. Notes should be taken, accounting efficiency, complexity of design, cost, weight, time
effort etc.
A choice of type of electric motor should also be one part of the job. There are several types
of electric motors, each with its own set of characteristics, being the most used one, the Induction
Motor.
As part of the department’s equipment, the author already has access to a Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor, and a car which is already turned into pure electric structure.
The battery pack as well as its control system, are already designed and implemented. The
work done in this project will focus on the main design of the control unit for the electric motor
and the power-converter. The motor used is an EMRAX 228 High Voltage with 80 kW peak Power.
This being said, the power train used in the actual car will be discussed in section 2.3. For liter-
ature analysis purpose only, electric machines will be presented in a brief subsection of Electrical
Power Train section.
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2.3 Electrical Power Train
2.3.1 Electric Machines
By definition, a machine is a device or tool that performs an intended action with the use of energy.
Being powered mechanical, thermally, electrically or resourcing to any other type of energy other
than solely manual labor, one could classify them as power tools, and they can be found in almost
every daily action.
Reading the hours from a clock represents the usage of a power tool, and it is mechanically or
electrically powered depending if it is a pendulum clock or wrist watch respectively.
Some power tools can also be seen as transducers, when the action performed is in the form of
a different type of energy than the supplied one. Motors and generators are a sort of transducers,
used to either deliver or extract energy to/from a system.
Engineers call electric motors and generators ”electrical machines”. The reason for this more
generic term is that the same device may operate either as a motor or as a generator [3] and even
change its function during its operation.
Electrical machines are, among others, used in: industrial factories like steel mills, domestic
use for all sort of home appliances for instance dishwasher, blender, washing machine. They are
also used in transport industries, being a viable choice for low emission and their high efficiency.
Those same reasons make electrical mobility and appliances grow in a staggering rate.
This type of machines, convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, and vice versa, being
their modus operandi the only difference between them, as shown in figure 2.4. Typically they
convert energy from or into rotary movement.
.
Figure 2.4: The two modes of machine operation (a) Motor mode (b) Generator Mode [3]
• Generator Mode: Converts kinetic energy into electrical energy.
• Motor Mode: Converts electrical energy into kinetic energy.
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2.3.1.1 Rotary movement
Despite there are other applications with electrical machines, the ones described in this document
present their kinetic energy in form of rotary movement. Although it is quite common to use
electrical machines this way, there are also other applications for example, linear traction motors
which are the ones used in Maglev trains.
In order to comprehend this machines, some brief definitions on rotary movement will be
derived. As such, one should understand the concept of Work.
Work, described by Gaspard-Gustave de Coriolis in 1826 as “weight lifted trough a height”,
and measured in Joule, can be defined as the sum over time of a force F , actuating over the distance
x .
Figuratively speaking, work represents the energy associated with the action of a force, there-
fore having physical dimensions, and unit of energy.
Mathematically speaking this can be represented as the integral of that force over the distance
traveled as follows
W =
∫
Fdx, joule(J) (2.2)
The Power, in Watt, or the rate of doing work
P =
dW
dt
= F
dx
dt
, watt(W ) (2.3)
One watt equals one joule per second (1W = 1 J/s).
Rotary work is the work done to displace a mass over an axis, causing it to move a distance
which can be seen as an angular displacement (shown in figure 2.5).
.
Figure 2.5: Ice cream freezer with crank length of r meters[3]
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As so, from geometry:
dx = rdθ , meter(m) (2.4)
Using equation 2.2 and considering that the movement is done angularly, rotary work can be
described as
W =
∫
Frdθ , joule(J) (2.5)
Also, in rotational mechanics, the tangential force times the radial distance at which is applied,
measured from the axis of rotation, is called the torque (τ).
τ = Fr, newton−meter(Nm) (2.6)
Therefore, if one looks into power equation, it is possible to conclude that rotary power is the
same as torque (τ) times mechanical angular velocity (ω).
P =
dW
dt
= τ
dθ
dt
= τω, newton−meter(Nm) (2.7)
Considering that torque (τ) in a car, is the rotary force that is applied to the wheels, to obtain
speed one just has to output enough torque over a certain period of time, so that the system gains
speed. Also, for the same level of power, reducing your speed, increases your torque, and vice
versa, this is the theory behind the gear box. The next subsection will present how an electric
motor produces torque, thus calling it electromagnetic torque.
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2.3.1.2 Electromagnetic Torque
Electromagnetic motors, produce torque using a magnetic field.
Electrical machines have in general an outside stationary part which is called the stator, and
an inner part denominated as rotor. The rotor is centered within the stator, so that the rotor axis is
concentric with that of the stator, [3] and fixed with ball bearings so it can rotate freely.
The stator is constituted by laminated metal plates with slots for copper coils to fit in. The
input/output power wires are then connected to this same coils.
The space between the rotor and stator is filled with air, therefore being called as air gap.
Usually, the rotor is inside the stator, but it can sometimes be in the outer-side as the one used
in this project.
The stator field generation is created by coils placed in the stator. Depending on the type of
machine, the rotor can either have windings in the rotor or permanent magnets. In either cases, a
field is also generated in the rotor to interact with the stator field. The general structure of a fan
cooled induction motor, can be seen in figure 2.6.
.
Figure 2.6: Generic fan cooled induction motor structure
This field is what forms the energy link between the electrical and mechanical systems. There
are several ways of producing torque with resource to a magnetic field.
Materials that present ferromagnetic properties tend to align with the magnetic fields they are
in presence with. It is known that ferrite and other ferromagnetic materials tend to align with the
earths magnetic field if it has mobility to do so. Some applications such as the compass, exploit
this phenomenon. This is known as reluctance torque because the system tends to reduce the
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analog of resistance in magnetic paths, reluctance, by aligning the lowest reluctance path it knows
(the compass) with the field.
.
Figure 2.7: PMSM Different Rotor Magnets Configurations [4], (a) classical (with salient poles,
laminated pole shoes and a cage winding), (b) interior magnet rotor, (c) surface magnet rotor, (d)
inset magnet rotor, (e) rotor with buried magnets symmetrically distributed, (f)rotor with buried
magnets asymmetrically distributed
Reluctance motors, such as the Switched Relutance Motor, depend solely from this type of
torque.
As long as there is a big change in reluctance path of a magnetic depending machine, this
torque will manifest. In example, Interior Mounted PMSM or Salient Rotor Pole PMSM , develop
some reluctance torque due to the huge increase in reluctance path between consequent poles
(both configurations can be seen in figure 2.7 where is shown a cross section illustration of some
rotor magnet configurations). This causes the torque produced to be oscillatory depending on the
position of the rotor itself. The motor used in this project does not have salient poles, as so, the
control methods presented will not focus salient pole machine control methods.
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Figure 2.8: Cross product between two normal vectors
Another way of creating torque is by making two magnetic field interact. Magnetic fields
are vector quantities and the cross product between two magnetic fields generate a force which
orthogonal with the plane where they stand (figure 2.8). Synchronous motors are moved by this
type of torque, although they also present reluctance torque, almost all the force generated comes
from the interaction of the two fields.
Induction motors exploit yet another way of generating force with magnetic fields.
If a magnetic field surrounds a conductor, while a current passes through it, a microscopic
force is created that affects all the charges responsible for the current. This then traduces itself in
a macroscopic force that makes the conductor move if it has freedom to do it.
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Magnetic concepts As pointed out earlier, in general, a magnetic field is created in the stator
part of the motor. This is achieved using coils.
In contrary to electric fields, there is no moving magnetic-carrying particles. Thus, to conve-
niently describe a magnetic field with magnitude B, one can draw lines that are everywhere tangent
to the direction of B (shown in figure 2.9).
As B is a vector quantity, using the concept of flux, it is possible to mathematically represent
the concentration of that same lines inside the coil surface.
.
Figure 2.9: Magnetic Field Lines inside a coil
The flux of a magnetic field B, through a surface S is defined as the normal component of B
over S [14]:
φ =
∫
S
BdS, webber(Wb) (2.8)
As Faraday’s Law of Induction states: “The induced electromotive force in any closed circuit
is equal to the negative of the time rate of change of the magnetic flux enclosed by the circuit”. So
inside a one-turn coil, the induced electromotive force is described by:
ε =−dφ
dt
, volt(V ) (2.9)
In a coil with N turns:
ε =−N dφ
dt
, volt(V ) (2.10)
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Using the above principle (e.q. 2.10), it is possible to transfer energy from a mechanical
system to electric. By mechanically rotating the field that surrounds a conductor, a variation of
flux is observed, inducting an electromotive force in that same conductor. This creates a current
and with that transfers the mechanical energy to electrical energy (Generator Operation).
The same principle is used to transfer energy in the opposite way.
A variation of the electromotive force on the stator coils, creates a magnetic field proportional
to the current the passes through the conductor. The surface plane of the coils is placed so that is
always normal to the rotor plane (Figure 2.11). Because of the presence of magnets in the rotor,
the two fields interact, and again, as vector quantities, the two fields cross product is normal to
that same plane (e.q. 3.1) which results in a force, making the rotor move.
As the stator field is rotating (subsection 2.3.1.4), the force applied makes the shaft to rotate
as well around its center. (Motor Operation).
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2.3.1.3 Synchronus Machines
Synchronous machines are denominated as so because under steady state conditions there is unison
motion between the magnetic field and the mechanical movement of the rotor. In steady-state
conditions, its shaft speed is proportional to the frequency of the current in its armature.
These are widely used in a high number of applications because of their high power density
and lower dimensions, comparing with induction motors.
Squirrel-cage induction motors are the most used electric motors, being widely available in-
ternationally in mass scale production thus making them cheaper and a good option for most ap-
plications. Most literature refer them as being the industry power horses, and although they have
higher demand, they also always operate with lagging power factor and are not capable of devel-
oping any torque at constant speed [15] as precisely as synchronous machines. This characteristic
makes them less suitable for high performance constant speed applications and gives synchronous
motors the upper hand.
Some examples of synchronous machines applications are: hard disk drives (Figure 2.10),
hand power tools, washing machines, elevators, escalators, servo systems, driving electric or hy-
brid vehicles, industrial robotics [4] [16] etc.
Figure 2.10: Illustration of a typical application of Synchronous Machines [4]
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Synchronous motors can be described in two main types: the first uses rotor windings fed from
the stator and the other uses permanent magnets.
A motor fitted with rotor windings requires brushes (shown in figure 2.11) or steel contact
rings to obtain its current supply and generate rotor flux.
Figure 2.11: Cross section (a) and Schematic (b) representation of a Brushed DC machine. [5]
The drawbacks of this type of structure are maintenance needs and thus lower reliability[7].
In example, Separately excited DC Motors, a type of brushed synchronous machine, lack
robustness because of brush/slip rings and gears wear. The commutator bars and brushes of the
dc motor, used for rotor field generation, have great need of periodic maintenance, and that makes
the motor less reliable and unsuitable to operate in harsh environments.
This reason and others, have encouraged researchers to find alternatives[15], being the solution
to use permanent magnets in the rotor, instead of rotor coils.
The second type of synchronous motors, are an example of this improvement and can be
classified in two categories: Permanent magnet DC motors (PM DC motors), and PM AC motors.
PM DC motors are traditionally used in motion control and very common in low power indus-
trial drive applications.
Being a singly fed industrial drive and requiring only one power supply source, gives some
advantages to its use, unlike the conventional separately excited dc motor which requires two
sources of input power.
Brushless PM dc Motors are a much more efficient machine because it eliminates all the copper
losses in the field excitation. Also, the windings are all situated in the stator, meaning that, heat
dissipation is improved [4], making possible to have higher power machines with lower sizes.
While using permanent magnets one can get higher torque, higher output power per volume[4]
and better dynamic behavior than when using electromagnetic excitation.
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They also have greater reliability because of lower maintenance needs .
Permanent magnet machines also have certain limitations imposed by the permanent-magnet
itself. There is a risk of demagnetization due to excessive currents in the motor windings or due to
overheating of the magnet. Magnets have limitations in the magnitude of air-gap flux density they
can produce, always requiring further development of new magnetic materials such as the ones
used nowadays: samarium-cobalt and neodymium-iron-boron.
Field strength also imposes the maximum speed the machine can reach without flux-weakening
techniques. The good news is that these characteristics are becoming less restrictive for permanent-
magnet machines [5] because both design and control of these machines have a high development
rate.
Figure 2.12: Cross section of typical permanent-magnet DC motor [5].
Low power PM DC motors can even present a different configuration, where the magnets are
situated in the stator, as the one seen in 2.12.
The other category, Permanent Magnet AC machine or classically called PMSM (Permanent
magnet Synchronous motor) is the one which is used in this project. In the next subsection, its
mechanical features and mathematical model are presented as well as some control aspects.
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2.3.1.4 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine
The motor have the three phase stator windings, either γ-connected or ∆-connected and 120o
degrees apart around the stator. The winding scheme can be chosen depending on the application,
although the biggest differences are the fact that ∆-connected gives higher power per amount of
copper, higher RPM and lower phase voltages if for the same machine power. A γ-connected
motor has lower RPM but with that, one gains higher torque, also higher voltage and thus lower
current per the same amount of power.
Windings are also sinusoidally distributed in order to minimize the high order harmonic com-
ponent, and build up a magnetic field in the air-gap that mainly consists of the phase fundamental
component[5].
This mechanical arrangement of the windings, and the use of a three phase power source,
generates a rotating magnetic field with constant magnitude around the air gap.
By construction, the stator and rotor are made of laminated iron plates to prevent Eddy Current
or Foucault current losses.
Figure 2.13: Illustration of a three phased PM synchronous ac machine [5]
While modeling the system one can assume that the entire magnetic energy is converted within
the air-gap by neglecting the magnetic reluctance of both the stator and the rotor due to the large
gap between their material magnetic permeability and air permeability[17] (approximately 2×105
times higher).
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Moreover, one should consider that there is a constant field across the air-gap since the rotor’s
radius is far greater than the air-gap length (illustrated in figure 2.13).
The interaction between the rotating field and the one produced by the magnetic material
present in the rotor generates torque.
The instantaneous currents in the three coils are:
Ia = Im sin(ωet+0) (2.11)
Ib = Im sin(ωet−2pi3 ) (2.12)
Ic = Im sin(ωet−4pi3 ) (2.13)
Where Im is the maximum current, t the time instant and ωe the angular electric speed.
Magnetic field is a vector quantity, and thus one can represent it by its intensity H (Am−1) or
flux φ (N/(Am−1) = NmA−1).
The magnetic permeability of ferromagnetic materials depends both on the type of material and
on the field flux that is passing through it. This permeability is scalar if the medium is isotropic,
which is considered as one to simplify the model. Also, there are other factors as temperature of
the medium which are considered as well constant to simplify the model.
One can therefore directly relate the current passing in the coils, with the strength of the field
generated around the stator. It is also considered that the energy transfer speed is so high that there
is no lag between both electrical and magnetic system.
Ha = Hm sin(ωet+0) (2.14)
Hb = Hm sin(ωet−2pi3 ) (2.15)
Hc = Hm sin(ωet−4pi3 ) (2.16)
The relation between the two representations of the magnetic field is B = µ H, being µ the
magnetic permeability of the material. Assuming that there is no loss of energy while transferring
the magnetic field strength, meaning that the alloy which constitutes both the stator and rotor does
not saturate and the field intensity in all its dynamic range is transmitted, than:
Ba = µBm sin(ωet+0) (2.17)
Bb = µBm sin(ωet−2pi3 ) (2.18)
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Bc = µBm sin(ωet−4pi3 ) (2.19)
The total magnetic field flux in the center of the rotor, in terms of the mechanical angular
displacement from the phase a θa, is given by the equal sum of all the magnetic fluxes produced
because of the coils arrangement [5]:
Bstator = Bs = Ba+Bb+Bc (2.20)
Bstator =
3
2
Bm sin((
P
2
)+θa−ωet) (2.21)
where P is the number of poles
Figure 2.14: Space distribution of flux density (B) around the air-gap while varying the phasea
coil angular distance from 0 to 360◦ [5]
With time varying, the magnetic field will rotate in a counter clock-wise direction around the
air-gap always with intensity proportional to the currents that created it.
The electrical frequency fe in Hertz, is proportional to the mechanical shaft rotation ωm (in
RPM) and also proportional to the number of magnetic poles p present in the rotor:
fe =
p
2
ωm
60
(2.22)
This means that if a machine with two magnetic poles on the rotor, fed by an equally phased 50
Hz power source, its steady state nominal speed is 3000 RPM.
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Classical Electromagnetic model of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor The voltage
drop across phase windings, can be electrically defined, as the sum of all voltage drops in i phase
coil resistances (Ri), and the induced voltage created by the variation of the stator windings flux
linkage, also known as back electromotive force (back-EMF) dλidt .
Va = IaRa+
dλa
dt
(2.23)
Vb = IbRb+
dλb
dt
(2.24)
Vc = IcRc+
dλc
dt
(2.25)
Ra, Rb, and Rc are the stator winding resistances.
Assuming the coils are made of the same material, and have the same number of turns, these
resistances are all equal. Also λi is the phase i respective flux linkage.
Matrix representation of the three phase system:
Vabc =
Ra 0 00 Rb 0
0 0 Rc
× Iabc+ dλabcdt =
Ra 0 00 Rb 0
0 0 Rc

IaIb
Ic
+ ddt
λaλb
λc
 (2.26)
The flux linkage in the stator winding is defined as the product of both self and mutual in-
ductance by the current, plus the flux which is established by the permanent magnet rotor [5][16]
[17], being M ji the mutual inductance between the winding where j ∩ i ∈ a,b,c and Li the phase
self-inductance. The λmi is the rotating magnetic flux created by the rotor and seen by the phase i.
λabc = Ls · Iabc+λmabc =
λaλb
λc
=
 La Mab MacMba Lb Mbc
Mca Mcb Lc

IaIb
Ic
+λm
 cos(θe)cos(θe− 2pi3 )
cos(θe− 4pi3 )
 (2.27)
Rotor flux, seen by each phase is defined as:
λmabc =
λmaλmb
λmc
= λm
 cos(θe)cos(θe− 2pi3 )
cos(θe− 4pi3 )
 (2.28)
λa = LaIa+MabIb+MacIc+λma (2.29)
λb = LbIb+MbaIa+MbcIc+λmb (2.30)
λc = LcIc+McbIb+McaIa+λmc (2.31)
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Where self and mutual inductances are as follow:
La = Lls+ L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe) (2.32)
Lb = Lls+ L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe−
2pi
3
) (2.33)
Lc = Lls+ L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe−
4pi
3
) (2.34)
Mab = Mba =−12 L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe−
pi
3
) (2.35)
Mac = Mca =−12 L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe+
pi
3
) (2.36)
Mcb = Mbc =−12 L¯m−Lδm cos2(θe) (2.37)
Lls is the self leakage inductance, L¯m the average value of magnetizing inductance, and Lδm
is the half the amplitude of the sinusoidal varying magnetizing inductance, as shown in the next
figure.
Also while using a motor one needs to model the energy transfer to the mechanical system,
being useful to get it as torque as explained earlier.
Being J the rotor inertia, ωm mechanical speed, θm rotor mechanical displacement, Te the
electromagnetic torque, and TL load torque, one can use Newton’s second Law
Te−Bmωm−TL = J dθmdt2 (2.38)
The torque produced is the rate of energy per mechanical angular displacement, thus, using
the coenergy [18]
Wc =
1
2
ITabcLsIabc+ I
T
abcλm+Wm (2.39)
Te =
dWc
dθm
=
p
2
dWc
dθe
(2.40)
With Wm being the energy stored in the permanent magnet.
As it is easily seen, the torque produced by this machine depends on the sinusoidal variation of
Iabc and on matrix Ls which varies non-linearly with rotor position. To achieve torque produced, it
is necessary to calculate this inductances in real time. Doing trigonometric real time calculations
takes a large processing time, and with a varying inductances that depends on motor position, it is
computational stressful to calculate them. Moreover, to increase performance in dynamic behavior
it is necessary to increase the controllers frequency, which will help to lower the torque ripple. But
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by doing this, the computational power needed will increase the application cost by a big amount
of money.
Yet, there are other approaches, which uses this classical model to reach one that enables
feasible control in dynamic behavior at high switching frequencies with the same computational
power. This is typically named dynamic model of PMSM, as presented in section 3.1.2.3.
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2.3.2 Power Converters
The demand for industrial motor drives and high power systems such as electric power transporta-
tion, have existed for many years.
After Bell’s Laboratories invented the silicon transistor in 1948, and with the invention of
commercial thyristor by the General Electric Company in 1958, electronics had its second revolu-
tion, with many different types of power semiconductor devices and conversion techniques being
introduced [19].
Since late 1980s and early 1990s a great number of switched power conversion systems have
been presented using this same devices.
In earlier systems, linear electronic devices where used to provide power conversion between
systems. For low power systems, the supply’s component costs and manufacturing costs are sig-
nificantly lower then comparing with switching power electronic devices. In spite of their cost,
semiconductor in this devices operate in linear (active) region and in general have a line-frequency
transformer that is used for electrical isolation [20]. The line-line frequency transformer has a big
size thus not suitable for micro-devices. These systems also present low efficiency rates, typically
between 30% and 60%, which turns the long-time cost of the application in consideration due
to wasted energy. There is also some difficulty in removing the heat generated due to dissipated
energy [20]. The size of the transformer and needs for heat-sink per each semiconductor used,
makes the weight yet another "feature" of linear electronic converters. Another disadvantage is
the fact that there can only be one output per separate linear regulator.
To achieve better size, weight, cost and efficiency rates, Power Electronics is used.
Dr. Muhammad H. Rashid defines it as: "The application of solid-state electronics for the
control and conversion of electric power" [19]. In fact Power Electronics is primarily based on the
switching of power semiconductor devices. What makes this definition so crystal clear, is that it
names all the playing agents in these systems.
• Electrical Power
• Electronic devices (Semiconductors)
• Control
There is an almost endless list of power electronics applications.
In microelectronic systems like embedded circuits, size its a great concern. Electrical supply
chargers for cellphones is a great example of a switched-mode power electronic device. Although
it is not high power, its an example of how small can be the system. Modern technologies uses
power electronics in a great variety of high-power products such as heat controls, high-voltage
controls, motor controls, power supplies, vehicle propulsion systems, high-voltage direct-current
(HVDC) systems [19] and many others.
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2.3.2.1 Power Converter Selection
In vehicle applications, every converter has to be able to do one thing: convert DC quantities (out-
put of the battery pack) into AC quantities (necessary input of AC machines). This is commonly
called a DC-AC converter or Inverter.
Inverters can be broadly classified into two types: (1) single-phase inverters, and (2) three-
phase inverters. Depending on the power demand and frequency of the load, the semiconductor de-
vices used in this inverters can vary from BJTs (Bipolar Junction Transistors), MOSFETs (Metal-
Oxide semiconductor Field Effect Transistor), IGBTs (Insulated-gate bipolar Transistors), MCT
(Metal-Oxide semiconductor Thyristor), SITs (Static induction Transistors) and GTOs (Gate-
Turn-OFF Thyristors) [19].
They can also be classified be divided in two types, depending on the energy source, (a)
voltage-source inverter if the input is a constant voltage supply, or (b) current-source inverter,
if the supply DC source has constant current. In a vehicle application the energy source typically
has constant voltage drop, defined by the battery pack.
Other configurations can yield yet another designation: Multi level structure.
Figure 2.15: Single phase structure of a multilevel cascaded inverter [6]
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An example of converter which can be used in multi-level is the H-Bridge converter because of
its great modularity. It is possible to add in series various converters with the same configuration,
achieving better harmonic performance. Represented in figure 2.15, it is possible to see both one
level converter and the full n-level cascaded converter of the same converter topology.
Each inverter level can generate three different outputs, +VDC, 0 and −VDC by connecting the
dc source to the ac output side by different combinations of the four switches, S1, S2, S3 and S4.
To obtain +VDC, switches S1 and S4 are turned on. Turning on switches S2 and S3 yields −VDC
[6]. The combination of S1 and S2 or S3 and S4 on makes the output 0 voltage.
This kind of modularity also allows to increase the converter output power without increasing
the maximum ratings of the semiconductors, in fact some times it helps to lower the price of
the converter structure since semiconductors only have to drive one nth part of the total output
power. The DC sources present in every H-Bridge structure represented on figure 2.15 have to be
electrically isolated. If some of the converter modules/level burns, one just needs to switch that
part of the structure thus this structures has good robustness.
To choose between all the topologies available for this type of application, a PMSM drive,
some performance parameters were taken into account, some of them being presented in the fol-
lowing pages.
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2.3.2.2 Total Harmonic Distortion
Using a cascaded structure of the converter illustrated above, it is possible to reduce the influence
of higher order harmonics, having lower Total harmonic distortion (THD) (eq. 2.41) comparing
to the 1-Level converter. The behavior is much like one big synthesizer [21], adding up every
voltage level given by single levels in the structure. Yet, a big disadvantage in this, is the fact that
the power wasted due to high frequency switching increases with the value of average number of
transistors switching in the same time length, so one must be able to choose between the most
wanted feature: harmonic quality vs losses.
Having lower THD is in short, having a better approximation in shape of the output and the
desired fundamental waveform. In systems like PMSM drives, this would translate into a good
looking sinusoidal wave.
T HD =
1
V1Harmonic
(
∞
∑
n=2,3,...
V 2nHarmonic
) 1
2
(2.41)
Figure 2.16: Output voltage waveform of an 11-level cascaded inverter [6]
In figure 2.16 it is possible to see the influence of high level cascaded inverter in the output
voltage ripple, where Vi is the voltage level from the converter level i.
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In case of motor drives, these ripple effects are measured using the phase currents, due to the
fact that the control of the flux and torque in the machine is achieved by the control of those same
currents. Some of the topologies do not offer a very good looking output voltage waveform, but
the output current is sinusoidal. This is the case of the structure chosen.
2.3.2.3 Power efficiency
Power efficiency is the ratio of the output power to the input power (eq. 2.42). This will depend
on the switching losses, which in turn depends on the switching frequency of the inverter.
ηP =
Pout put
Pinput
(2.42)
Wasted power is a big concern in a vehicle application, not only because of the range of the
vehicle, but due to the dissipation of excessive heat. High energy losses in the converter, also
needs a better heat-sink, increasing the weigh of the converter.
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2.3.2.4 Three-phase Inverter
After reviewing literature and considering several topologies that could fed an AC machine, the
Three Phase Inverter was the chosen structure.
As seen in figure 2.17, this converter structure has only six switches, two per phase. For the
switches, IGBT technology is used due to the fact that at high power is the one that faces less
losses (not considering SiC technology).
Figure 2.17: Illustration of the Three Phase Inverter circuit
This structure was chosen due to the fact that is the one which has higher efficiency at high
frequency switching. The complexity of its control is not one of the highest, being possible to
control with very simple methods like the 120◦e and 180◦ conduction mode mentioned in chapter
3. It is also the most used converter to feed PMSM.
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2.3.3 Power Losses
2.3.3.1 Semiconductor energy loss
Every electrical circuit suffers from heat loss due to the work done by interaction between the
moving particles inside the conductors. The amount of heat released is proportional to the square
of the current and the resistance of the material, the effect is also known as Joule heating or ohmic
heating.
H ∝ I2(t),R(t) (2.43)
Switching Power Electronic devices are known to have lower percentage energy losses than
linear circuits, although this losses can still damage the equipment if not properly dissipated.
A great effort is made in order to protect electrical devices against thermal damages, being by
conducting losses or switching losses.
All the energy losses were calculated in accordance with the application note published by
Infineon [22] and another from Fuji Electric [23]. All the expressions above are used directly from
the manuals.
IGBT and reverse diode power losses can be expressed in terms of:
1. Conduction losses (Pcond)
2. Switching losses (Psw)
3. Blocking (leakage) losses (Pb) – this normally being neglected.
Ptotal = Pcond +Psw+Pb ≈ Pcond +Psw (2.44)
The conducting losses of both the IGBT and the Diode can be approximated using the expression:
P =U× I∗ (2.45)
The voltage drop can be approximated by a series connection of DC voltage Source and
collector-emitter on-state resistance:
UCE(ic) =UCE0+ rCic (2.46)
The same applies to the Diode:
UD(iD) =UD0+RDiD (2.47)
The instantaneous value of the conducting power losses:
PCT (t) =UCE(t)× ic(t) =UCE0iC(t)+ rCi2C(t) (2.48)
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Being Tsw the switching period, the average transistor power losses PCT can be expressed as:
PCT (t) =
1
Tsw
∫ Tsw
0
PCT (t)dt =
1
Tsw
∫ Tsw
0
(UCE0iC(t)+ rCi2C(t))dt =UCE0Icaverage + rCI
2
cRMS (2.49)
The same applies to the Diode:
PCD(t) =
1
Tsw
∫ Tsw
0
PCD(t)dt =
1
Tsw
∫ Tsw
0
(UD0iD(t)+ rDi2D(t))dt =UD0IDaverage + rDI
2
DRMS (2.50)
The switch losses for both the IGBT and Diode are:
PswM = (EOnM +EO f f M)× fsw (2.51)
PswD = (EOnD+EO f f D)× fsw ≈ EOnD× fsw (2.52)
This set of equations allow designers to calculate the maximum amount of power dissipated.
While considering stressful conditions, which are most certain not to happen, it is possible to
calculate the maximum amount of power that have to be dissipated from the semiconductors.
With this information, it is possible to build one suitable cooling system.
In general, a aluminum heat-sink is constructed, with a thermal resistance lower than the one
needed to dissipate the maximum output power wasted by the semiconductor devices. If the wasted
power is high enough, liquid cooled systems can be used.
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2.3.3.2 Heat Transfer Path
The power losses can be calculated using the manual of the semiconductors. If the losses in the
semiconductor junction are high enough in order to damage the device, a cooling process should
be taken into consideration. Heat transfer takes place from the higher temperature region to a lower
temperature region. If the heat transfer power P is proportional to the temperature difference, then
the ratio can be treated as a thermal resistance R.
P =
∆T
Rthermal
=
T1−T2
Rthermal
(2.53)
where T1 and T2 are the region temperatures, being T1 from the hottest body. The unit of Power
P is in watt (W), temperature in ◦C, and the thermal resistance in
◦C
W .
The total thermal resistance (shown in figure 2.18)from the junction to the surroundings (am-
bient) can be represented as series sum of all the thermal resistances of bodies which represent
path to the heat transfer.
Figure 2.18: Semiconductor Junction-to-Air heat path illustration
Between the case and the heat-sink one can use thermal grease. Its main role is to eliminate
air gaps or spaces (which act as thermal insulator) from the interface area so as to maximize heat
transfer.
For simplicity in design, one should assume that the heat-sink is made of a metallic material
which conducts the heat fast enough to the ambient surroundings, thus the maximum tempera-
ture drop is equal to the difference between the temperature in the junction minus the heat-sink
temperature (assumed to be equal or less than the ambient temperature).
The total dissipated power is equal to:
PTotalDissipated =
TJunctionMAX − (TAmbient +∆THeatSink)
RJunction−Case+RCase−HeatSink +RHeatSink−Ambient
(2.54)
where ∆THeatSink is the difference in temperature of the heat-sink to the ambient surrounding.
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RJunction−Case, RCase−HeatSink and RHeatSink−Ambient are the thermal resistances from junction to
case, case to heat-sink and from heat-sink to ambient surroundings respectively. This resistance
values are present in the equipment’s manual.
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Chapter 3
Control System Overview
3.1 Motor Control
3.1.1 Electrical Machine Control
Brushed DC motor: the magnetic field is generated in the rotor with the use of brushes to feed
rotor windings.
The stator field is induced by the current that passes through the coils. The electromagnetic
torque is a consequence of the interaction between the two magnetic fields, and according to the
electromagnetic laws[7], as a vector quantity it can be represented as:
−→
T e =
−→
B stator×−→B rotor (3.1)
The cross product of these two vector quantities will be maximum as the convex angle θ
between them is 90◦ or pi2 rad as seen in equation 3.2.
a×b =‖ a ‖‖ b ‖ sin(θ) (3.2)
and for that reason, in order to maintain optimal torque conditions, or maximum possible
torque, the fields must be kept in quadrature at 90◦ electrical degree from each other.
In this type of motors, no auxiliary action is required in order to make that happen because the
brushes are located so that commutation occurs when the coil sides are in the neutral zone, midway
between the field poles. This makes the axis of the armature-MMF wave always be near to 90◦
electrical degrees from the axis of the field poles. With this arrangement the torque produced by
the motor is, apart from a constant Ka, proportional to the air-gap flux per pole φd , and the current
Ia in the external armature circuit.
Te = KaφdIa (3.3)
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To control this motor and obtain the desired torque, considering that the air-gap flux per pole
φd is constant, one just needs to control the current in the external armature. This makes the control
pretty simple and it is fairly accurate.
The control system reads the current that the motor is consuming and creates an error signal
with the desired current. Then, by using a PI controller, it regulates the current at the input of the
motor by controlling the PWM signals that are input to the converter transistors.
The ease of this systems comes from the fact that the flux and torque are decoupled by the
commutator brushes/rings, which enables an easy control on torque maintaining all other electrical
characteristics nearly the same.
AC machines control, can also be controlled by the way described above, although there are
some exception, in example of induction motors, the stator field is the one that is directly respon-
sible by the forces applied to the rotor, therefore one can not treat the whole system as if the torque
and flux are decoupled.
There are many control methods for the purpose of AC machines control, but the three main
ones, and the ones that represent the vast majority of the literature are, scalar control, and vector
control (Field Oriented Control - FOC and Direct Torque Control - DTC). Vector control decouples
the two variables in such a way that in transition states the ripple of the controlled variable can be
less than 1 % and for that reason is the most used nowadays.
Also, in high-end applications, sensorless control can be achieved by reading only the signals
that are given by the motor (currents), having no use of either position or flux sensors. This
way, the machine can be constructed smaller, with no need for extra sensors, therefore lowering
the budget of the application itself. The complexity of the system grows if sensorless control is
applied, and it will be another focus of this dissertation. The next sections present all the main
control methods used in PMSM control systems.
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3.1.2 Control Methods
3.1.2.1 Scalar control
In some variable speed applications, like water pumps or even fan drives which have to work at
constant flow (water and air respectively), robustness is more valued than torque dynamic per-
formance of the system and therefore the use of low-cost, low complexity drives is the general
solution.
Constant volt per hertz (volts/hertz) control method is an open control loop, most often used
in squirrel-cage induction motors, that offers simple sensor-less control of the shaft speed.
If the external load torque does not exceeds the actual maximum torque of the machine, in
a variable speed application with a permanent magnet machine, one can assume that the syn-
chronous angular speed of the shaft (ωm) in RPM is proportional to the rotating magnetic field’s
angular speed (ωe). Apart from a constant that depends on the number of magnetic poles (P) that
constitutes the machines, one can also describe it in order to the field’s frequency ( fe).
ωm = 2pifm =
120fe
P
(3.4)
The electromagnetic torque of the synchronous motor, when the stator resistance is not negli-
gible is given as [24]
Te =− mωm
[
VsphE f
Zd
sin(ζL−α)−
E2f Rs
Zd
]
(3.5)
where Vsph is the stator phase voltage, E f the back e.m.f. generated by the field current ex-
citation, Rs the stator resistance, α = arcsin RsZd , and ζL is the load angle, which is negative if is
a motoring operation, and positive if generating. With respective synchronous reactance Xd , and
impedance Zd
Xd = 2pifmLd (3.6)
Zd =
√
R2s +X2d (3.7)
If the stator resistance is neglected, and the coil impedance equal to its reactance, than the
induced voltage of the motor E f is generated only by the flux of the permanent magnets, hence
EF ≈ EPM.
E f = EPM =
2pi fm√
2
ΦPMNsKws = 2pi fmΨPM (3.8)
After rewriting the reactance and angular speed as a function of frequency, it is possible to
rewrite maximal torque as [24]
Tm =
3
2p
VsphEPM
2pi fmLd
=
3
2pi fm
Vsph2pi fmΨPM
2pi fmLd
(3.9)
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Considering the constant C = 3pΨPM2piLd , torque can be expressed as follows
Tm =C
Vsph
fm
(3.10)
As one can assume, by maintaining Vf at constant ratio, the torque in this conditions, is constant
as well. This has the advantage of being a sort of feed-forward control, and does not requires to
close the loop and expend money on sensors, for control purposes. It has the advantage of being
simple and a low-cost solution. This method is only valid in strict conditions like low frequency
range because it has a poor dynamic response for high demand applications, and for such there is
vector control that allows the controller to separately control both flux and torque.
3.1.2.2 Vector control
The classical electrical model of PMSM was previously characterized by voltage equations, flux
linkage and electromagnetic torque.
In order to achieve high performance with low torque variations, it is necessary to increase the
control frequency. This implies that for every iteration of the control algorithm, motor character-
istics have to be calculated all over again, including for example, phase inductances. The phase
inductances, both self and mutual (equations 2.32 to 2.37), are angle dependent. As one can imag-
ine, the computational effort is big enough to increase the cost of the all application, moreover,
it was actually hard in the past to implement this kind of systems in computers because of their
calculation power.
For the sake of performance, the dynamic model of PMSM is used. This is the base of field
oriented control. It eliminates yet another problem of using the classical model. Looking to
current in coils as the input of the system, one can not try to observe and control flux and torque
independently.
Vector control, is based on projections that transform a three coordinate (A, B, C, Figure 3.1)
time dependent system, into a two coordinate (d and q coordinates) time invariant system [7]. By
performing that projection both flux and torque are decoupled, and can be controlled independently
by two constant input references. The control structure, can be very similar to the control of a DC
brushed machine, presented above in 3.1.1. The great advantage of this control over scalar control
is that, for each time the MCU interrupts, by making the projections of the system, into this frame,
makes the control accurate in every working operation. Transition states are no longer a problem,
therefore making this method desirable for variable speed drives with small time constants and
rapid variations.
Current and flux of the machine can be represented by complex space vectors. The current
vectors are defined as follows where, α = e j
2
3pi , α2 = e j
4
3pi .
I¯s = Ia+αIb+α2Ic (3.11)
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Figure 3.1: Stator current vector and and its components in (a,b,c) frame [7]
There are two transformations or projections to be made. The first transformation, known as
Clarke’s transformation, turns the three phase system into a two dimension orthogonal system, be-
ing represented in the (α,β ) frame. The second transformation makes the the frame time invariant
by rotating it at the shaft angular speed, and its know as Park’s transform. This two transformation
step is mostly known as Rotating Park’s transform, and makes the control of this type of machines
more feasible.
The first projection, Clark’s transformation as follows.
{
Isα = Ia
Isβ = 1√3 Ib+
2√
3
Ic
(3.12)
The projection can be represented by Figure 3.2. It is possible to decrease the computational
power by 2/3 with this operation, although equations are still angle dependent, being necessary to
use trigonometric operations, which is the most time consuming operations the MCU has to do.
By making a geometrical transformation, it is possible to rotate the (α,β ) frame at shaft speed.
Moroever, having one dynamic (d,q) frame (Figure 3.3), where one of the axis is aligned with the
field-winding axis, and the other in quadrature with the first, it is possible to decouple flux and
torque. All the time dependency from the movement, for further calculation, also disappears.
One could compare the effect as staring to a dot in a rotating disk, as the velocity increases so
the dot becomes blurry and visually transforms to a line, but, if the spectator rotates at the same
speed, over the disk, the dot will maintain its appearance since the relative motion between them
ceased.
For that reason, it is necessary to know the rotor position, so that the transformation is done
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Figure 3.2: Stator current space vector and its components in the stationary reference frame [7]
Figure 3.3: Stator current space vector and its components in (α,β ) and (d,q) frames [7]
with accuracy. Resolvers or encoders are used to measure the rotor position. There are other
alternatives to detect the position θ of the rotor, like estimating the position of the d axis.
{
Isd = Isα cos(θ)+ Isβ sin(θ)
Isq =−Isα sin(θ)+ Isβ cos(θ)
(3.13)
Park transformation is represented in Figure 3.3.
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3.1.2.3 Dynamic model of PMSM
The usefulness of this concept comes from the fact that although each of the stator phases sees
a time-varying inductance due to the saliency of the rotor, the transformed quantities rotate with
the rotor and hence see constant magnetic paths. Although not discussed here, additional saliency
effects are present under transient conditions, due to the different conducting paths in the rotor,
rendering the concept of this transformation all the more useful [5].
Figure 3.4: Synchronous machine with one rotor pole [5]
As demonstrated in [17] [18]. Let Si represent a stator quantity, i.e. the ones to be transformed
(current, voltage or flux), and Ks Park’s transform .The transformed domains q, d and 0, stand for
quadrature, direct and zero-sequence.
SqSd
S0
= Ks
SaSb
Sc
 (3.14)
with Ks defined as
Ks =
2
3
cos(θ) cos(θ −
2
3pi) cos(θ +
2
3pi)
sin(θ) sin(θ − 23pi) sin(θ + 23pi)
1
2
1
2
1
2
 (3.15)
and its inverse as
K−1s =
 cos(θ) sin(θ) 1cos(θ − 23pi) sin(θ − 23pi) 1
sin(θ − 23pi) cos(θ − 23pi) 1
 (3.16)
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The S0 or zero-sequence, represents the components of armature current which produce no net
air-gap flux and hence no net flux linking the rotor circuits.[5] Since det(Ks) 6= 1, than one should
notice that Park transform is power invariant.
Pqd0 =<Vqd0, Iqd0 >= w1VqIq+w2VdId +w3V0I0 (3.17)
The input power in the abc-frame is
Pabc =Vabc · Iabc =V TabcIabc (3.18)
As it is power invariant, input and output power must be equal. Remember also that, for
a balanced set of, say, voltages, the resultant voltage vector has 32 times that of the individual
amplitudes.
Pabc =V TabcIabc = (K
−1
s Vqd0)
T (K−1s Iqd0) =Vqd0K
−T
s K
−1
s Iqd0 (3.19)
=Vqd0

3
2 0 0
0 32 0
0 0 3
 Iqd0 = 32(VqIq+VdId +2V0I0) = Pqd0 (3.20)
(3.21)
=⇒ Pqd0 =<Vqd0, Iqd0 >= 32VqIq+
3
2
VdId +3V0I0 (3.22)
Let us express Vabc in qd0-variables. From expression 2.26.
Vabc = RsIabc+
dλabc
dt
= RsK−1s Iqd0+
d(K−1s λabc)
dt
(3.23)
Vqd0 = KsRsK−1s Iqd0+Ks
d(K−1s λqd0)
dt
(3.24)
(3.25)
The resistance, does not changes with the transformation since
KsRsK−1s = KsrsIK
−1
s = rsKsK
−1
s = Rs =
Ra 0 00 Rb 0
0 0 Rc
 (3.26)
The flux linkage term evolves as follows, where θm is the rotor position and θT the angle of
the transformation
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Ks
d(K−1s λqd0)
dt
= Ks((
d(Ks(θT ))
dt )λqd0+K
−1
s (
d(λqd0(θT ,θm))
dt )) (3.27)
Ks(θT )
d(K−1s λqd0)
dt = ωT
 λd−λq
0
+ dλqd0dt (3.28)
Voltage equations in arbitrary frame
Vqd0 = RsIqd0+ωT
 λd−λq
0
+ dλqd0
dt
(3.29)
Now it is necessary to express λqd0 in component form. First expand λabc
λabc = LsIabc+λm = LsK−1s Iqd0+λm (3.30)
=⇒ λqd0 = KsLsK−1s Iqd0+Ksλm (3.31)
KsLs(θm)K−1s =
Lls+
3
2(L¯m−Lδm cos(2θT −2θm)) −32 Lδm cos(2θT −2θm) 0
−32 Lδm cos(2θT −2θm)) Lls+ 32(L¯m−Lδm cos(2θT −2θm)) 0
0 0 Lls

(3.32)
Ks(θT )λm(θm) = λm
−sin(θT −θm)cos(θT −θm)
0
 (3.33)
For a three phase machine, the space MMF wave has 3/2 the amplitude that of each individual
phase,
Lmq =
3
2
(L¯m−Lδm) (3.34)
Lmd =
3
2
(L¯m+Lδm) (3.35)
this implies,
=⇒ L¯m = 13(Lmd +Lmq) Lδm =
1
3(Lmd−Lmq) (3.36)
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And so the flux linkage in qd0 coordinates is expressed as
λqd0=

Ld+Lq
2 −
Ld−Lq
2 cos(2θT −2θm) −
Ld−Lq
2 cos(2θT −2θm) 0
−Ld−Lq2 cos(2θT −2θm)
Ld+Lq
2 −
Ld−Lq
2 cos(2θT −2θm) 0
0 0 Lls

IqId
I0
+λm
−sin(θT −θm)cos(θT −θm)
0

(3.37)
Where
Lq = Lls+Lmq (3.38)
Ld = Lls+Lmd (3.39)
The angle at which the transformation is done, is the same as the rotor position, or at least thats
the intent. In fact in high RPM systems, this can be a problem, because during the calculation the
angle will change quite a bit, therefore lowering the resolution. In a general term, if the qd0-frame
rotates in synchronism with the rotor and both angles have the same initial conditions, then:
θT = θm (3.40)
=⇒ λqd0 =
Lq 0 00 Ld 0
0 0 Lls

IqId
I0
+
 0λm
0
 (3.41)
After expanding the flux linkage, one can finally express stator voltage quantities (3.29) in
qd0-frame as VqVd
V0
= Rs
IqId
I0
+ωm
 λd−λq
0
+ ddt (
Lq 0 00 Ld 0
0 0 Lls

IqId
I0
+
 0λm
0
) (3.42)
Equation per axis:
Vq = (rs+
d
dt
Lq)Iq+ωmLdId +ωmλm (3.43)
Vd = (rs+
d
dt
Ld)Id−ωmLqIq (3.44)
V0 = (rs+
d
dt
Lls)I0 (3.45)
The last piece of the puzzle, is to connect the electromagnetic system with the mechanic one.
As has been done in the previous chapter, section 2.3.1.4, torque and inertia equations are derived
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[18].
Te =
dWc
dθm
=
P
2
dWc
dθe
(3.46)
Where the work done is
Wc =
1
2
ITabcLsIabc+ I
T
abcλm+Wm (3.47)
Again, with Iabc = K−1s Iqd0.
Te =
p
2
dWc
dθe
=
p
2
(
1
2
ITabc
d
dθe
LsIabc+ ITabc
d
dθe
λm) (3.48)
Te =
p
2
dWc
dθe
=
p
2
(
1
2
(K−1s Iqd0)
T d
dθe
Ls(K−1s Iqd0)+(K
−1
s Iqd0)
T d
dθe
λm) (3.49)
=
p
2
dWc
dθe
=
p
2
(
1
2
ITqd0K
−T
s
d
dθe
LsK−1s Iqd0+ I
T
qd0K
−T
s
d
dθe
λm) (3.50)
(3.51)
expanding the inductance and flux linkage terms
K−Ts (θT )
d
dθe
Ls(θe)K−1s (θT ) =
9
2
−sin(2θT −2θe) cos(2θT −2θe) 0cos(2θT −2θe) sin(2θT −2θe) 0
0 0 0
 (3.52)
K−Ts (θT )
d
dt
λm(θe) =
3
2
λm
cos(θT −θe)sin(θT −θe)
0
 (3.53)
Finally, considering that the rotor position is the one that is actually used in the transformation
then
Te =
p
2
(
9
2
LδmI
T
qd0
−sin(2θT −2θe) cos(2θT −2θe) 0cos(2θT −2θe) sin(2θT −2θe) 0
0 0 0
 Iqd0+ 32λmITqd0
cos(θT −θe)sin(θT −θe)
0
)
(3.54)
θT = θe (3.55)
=⇒ Te = 34 p(λdIq−λqId) (3.56)
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by using rotor frame and substitue λd and λq from 3.41, then
Te =
3
4
p((Ld−Lq)IqId +λmIq) (3.57)
These equations, derived above, rule the behavior of the motor. They can be used to predict
both steady-state and transient mode operations. It is not hard to understand that the nature of the
system, by having differential equations, it is highly non linear and still requires quite some good
computer resources to solve it.
While recording Newton’s second law 2.38, the system is ruled by the below set of equations
Vq = (rs+
d
dt
Lq)Iq+ωmLdId +ωmλm (3.58)
Vd = (rs+
d
dt
Ld)Id−ωmLqIq (3.59)
V0 = (rs+
d
dt
Lls)I0 (3.60)
Te =
3
4
p((Ld−Lq)IqId +λmIq) (3.61)
J
dωm
dt
=
p
2
(Te−TL) (3.62)
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3.1.2.4 Field-oriented Control
The control of the spatial orientation of the electromagnetic fields in the machine, led to the name
field orientation [17], or simply FOC.
As mentioned above, the DC motor control is easy due to its construction features. The arma-
ture flux (rotor) and field flux (stator) are held orthogonal mechanically by the commutator. This
effect, makes the torque to be maximum for position of the rotor.
Figure 3.5: Torque-angle characteristic [5]
In AC machines, that is not the case. Magnetic torque (Te) has a sinusoidal behavior in order
to the electrical phase angle (δRF ) between the resultant air-gap flux per pole and the MMF of the
dc field winding. This torque relation can be seen in figure 3.5.
What a Field oriented control scheme does, is to maintain the torque-angle characteristic al-
ways orthogonal, either in motor or generator operation.
It is easy to observe how that is done, considering that the angle (δRF ) is in fact the angle
between d and q axis. In the following sections, the control strategies are presented.
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3.1.2.5 Direct Torque Control
In Field oriented control, a modulation between the states of the converter is done in order to
achieve the desired stator current vector.
With Direct Torque Control (DTC) the same active voltage vector is applied during the whole
sample period, and possibly several consecutive sample intervals which gives rise to relatively
high ripple levels in the stator current, flux linkage and torque [17].
It works on this basic principle, by obtaining the difference between reference and actual
value of torque and flux linkage. Afterwards, it decides which next state will choose depending if
it wants to maintain, increase or lower flux and torque.
Depending on the type of action, in the classical DTC scheme there is a look up table where
the MCU chooses the most suitable voltage source inverter state. For every sector the stator flux is
in, at the moment of control, there is only possible vector that combines the flux increase/decrease
option with torque increase/maintain/decrease (Figures 3.6 and 3.7).
Figure 3.6: Stator flux vector locus and different possible switching voltage vectors
• Stator Flux: Increase (FI), Decrease (FD)
• Torque: Increase (TI), Maintain (T=), Decrease (TD)
This operation is done in hysteresis . The greatest benefit from this control method is in fact its
complexity. DTC requires low computational power when implemented digitally and the system
still posses good dynamic performance. Due to the highly hysteresis activity and crude voltage
selection criteria, in steady state mode, it shows poor performance [17]. The sampling frequency
of the control determines its efficiency, but as it has low computational requirements, it is very easy
to increase it. Actual problems about this control method involve the semiconductors, where there
is too much losses at higher frequencies. Despite being already a very good method, using Silicon
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Figure 3.7: Classical look up table for DTC
Carbide(SiC) transistor technology promises even more efficiency at higher frequency, which can
probably make this method, the most used one in the future. To better understand this method,
section 3.2.1 explains Space vector switching states.
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3.1.3 Control Strategies
Along with the method of controlling, it is necessary to choose a strategy. Let’s say one chooses
to use FOC, it also needs to know how the variables will be used in the controller. The following
sections explain this strategies.
3.1.3.1 Stator Current (Is) Vector at 90 Degrees
One of the approaches, is to maintain Is vector always with 90 degree. Is is the absolute value of
the current vector Iqd0, found by
Id = Iscos(θ) (3.63)
Iq = Issin(−θ) =−Issin(θ) (3.64)
Is = 2
√
I2d + I
2
q (3.65)
θe = tan−1(
Iq
Id
) (3.66)
If Is is kept at 90 degrees from the rotor flux vector (which is aligned with the d-axis), the issue
addressed before, where there is a torque-flux intrinsic coupling, is eliminated.
θ = 90 (3.67)
=⇒ Iq = Issin(−θ) = Is (3.68)
=⇒ Id = 0 (3.69)
The input of the system, with the three-phase inverter, is achieved by controlling the volt-
age values at each phase. This means, that it is desirable to prior obtain Vq and Vd values, and
afterwards convert them to Vabc values.
−Lq ddt Iq = rsIq+ωeλm−Vq (3.70)
Id = 0 =⇒Vd =−ωeLqIq (3.71)
=⇒ Te = 34 pλmIq (3.72)
By forcing Vd to −ωeLqIq, Is will maintain its angle at 90 degrees thus torque will always be
at maximum value.
Te is also directly proportional to Iq and its evolution rate is controlled by equation 3.70.
The typical field oriented control scheme can be seen in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Typical FOC control scheme (adapted from [7])
Full inverse Park Transform would make the MCU compute two extra Clarke Transformations
unnecessary, due to the fact that the input to the space vector modulation block is done in (α ,β )
frame.
After getting vqd values, the system is then transformed back to (α ,β ) frame, and injected
directly into the Space vector modulation module, which creates the necessary input signals for
the converter to produce the right vector.
3.1.3.2 Air-gap Flux λairgap Vector at 90 Degrees
Permanent magnet synchronous machines have rotor flux produced by the magnets. This means
that by maintaining air-gap flux, constant, and equal to rotor flux, limits air-gap flux linkages, thus
lowering stator voltage.
It is also possible with this strategy to achieve direct control in rotor flux, desirable in flux-
weakning operations.
In some applications, speed is more valued than torque, at least in some regimes. The case is,
washing machines, where in the end of the program, it is sometimes necessary to rotate at 1200
RPM or even higher. The maximum load power the machine can handle, will define maximum
rated power of the motor.
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Figure 3.9: Typical torque-speed characteristic of a PMSM
If the control is done by having torque always at maximum, then maximum speed achieved
is the rated speed (Figure 3.9). Beyond that limit, the motor torque decreases rapidly toward its
minimum value, maintaining power, which depends on the load torque profile.
Due to the increase in speed, the back-EMF rises, and as its amplitude equals the voltage ( dλabcdt )
then the phase winding voltage drop goes to zero, meaning that the current (therefore torque)
also decreases to zero. As the flux in these machines is defined by the magnet flux, then, if the
application requires, in order to expand the speed above the rated value, flux-weakening operations
helps to increase the motor speed while maintaining power constant at max value. This is done by
lowering air-gap flux vector value, and even though torque falls, it lowers its value at the rate that
the flux also decreases, which is controllable. The strategy of flux weakening, is to always weaken
the flux to a value so that torque wont drop above the required load torque. Over that threshold,
the machine can lose synchronism.
Air gap flux (λairgap) vector is define as
∣∣∣λairgap∣∣∣= 2√λ 2d +λ 2q = 2√(LqIq)2+(LdId +λm)2 (3.73)
6 λairgap = tan−1
λq
λd
(3.74)
Maintaining air-gap flux at 90 degrees, nulls the the effect of rotor flux component.
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6 λairgap = 90 (3.75)
=⇒ λd = 0 (3.76)
(3.77)
Again, in this application, the requirement it is to maintain torque at its maximum value,
consistent with a traction vehicle operation, where the user steps the pedal to ask for torque.
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3.1.3.3 Maximum Torque/Ampere (MTPA)
According with [25], it is possible to maximize the electromagnetic torque for unit vector sta-
tor current applied. This is a valuable strategy since it forces an optimum machine and inverter
utilization.
Knowing that magnetic torque can be expressed by
Te =
3
2
p
2
[
λmIssin(θ)+
1
2
(Ld−Lq)I2s sin(2θ)
]
(3.78)
it is possible to represent the equation with respect to TeIs
Te
Is
=
3
2
p
2
[
λmsin(θ)+
1
2
(Ld−Lq)Issin(2θ)
]
(3.79)
Its maximum value is found by differentiating with respect to θ and equating to zero to obtain
the angle of operation. After it one just needs to force that angle into the space vector.
d TeIs
dθ
= 0 (3.80)
=⇒ θMT PA = cos−1(− 14(Ld−Lq)Is −
√
(
1
4(Ld−Lq)Is )
2+
1
2
)(rad) (3.81)
Only the negative sign of the root is considered because θMT PAhas to be higher than 90 degrees
to reduce the flux in the air-gap.
Solving in order to Id and recording 3.66
Id =− λm2(Ld−Lq) −
√
λ 2m
4(Ld−Lq)2 + I
2
q (3.82)
It is important to mention that for salient free machines like the one used in this project,
Lq ≈ Ld , the direct axis vector current will tend to zero, being the same control strategy as the
first one introduced. This type of control is especially important in inserted permanent magnet
machines (IPM), where Lq and Ld have pretty different values.
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3.2 Power Converter Control Strategies
Earlier approaches are known as 180◦ and 120◦ conduction modes and can generate a balanced set
of three-phase ac voltages of desired fundamental frequency.
The 180◦ mode involves gating the inverter leg switches in a complementary fashion with each
device on for 180◦ of an output cycle. The signals for the three inverter legs are phase displaced
by 120◦ to achieve a balanced set. The 120◦ mode gates each device in an inverter leg for 120◦ of
an output cycle with 60◦ separating the gating of the upper and lower switches [26]. Once again,
the signals for the three inverter legs are phase displaced by 120◦ to achieve a balanced set. Both
of these algorithms are simple but are unattractive since the fundamental output amplitude is not
directly controllable and considerable harmonics are injected into the load [26].
These harmonic distortion occur due to the fact that 5th and 7th harmonic and higher order other
are non-triplet odd multiples of the fundamental frequency, which distort the balanced voltage
output [27].
Other methods where adopted and the use of PWM methods is nowadays pretty solid. By
intersecting one reference wave with a sawtooth/triangular (carrier) form wave with higher fre-
quency, it is possible to encrypt the information of the sinusoidal signal into one pulsing signal,
this is called PWM.
There are several different types of modulation strategies, each with its advantage. In this
section it is intended to present some of these strategies used to control a three-phase inverter.
Figure 3.10: Overview of different modulation strategies [8]
Multilevel power converters have in general two different types of modulation strategies, Fun-
damental Switching Frequency which is specially used in high power applications, and High
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Switching Frequency PWM (Figure 3.10).
The following aspects are relevant for choosing between the two types of strategies:
• Minimization of load current harmonics (Total Harmonic Distortion - THD) and switching
frequency (Power losses associated)
• Providing uniform switching frequency for all switching devices and a balanced DC capac-
itor voltage [21]
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) techniques are able to directly control the output voltage
rating levels, by changing what is called the modulation index/factor.
Using the result of the intersection in a digital form (0 and 1, ON and OFF), it is possible
to feed the transistor gates with that signals and de-modulate it into output current. When the
reference wave (sinus) is larger than the triangular waveform, the PWM signal is switched ON
(value: 1) and when it is smaller it is switched OFF (value: 0)[8].
Modulation index, as mentioned earlier, is the rate between the carrier and reference wave
domains.
mindex =
Vre f erence
Vcarrier
(3.83)
From figure 3.11 to 3.13 it is possible to see the difference the switching frequency as regard
to the load current ripple, this happens because higher carrier frequency implies higher resolution
onto the modulation, much like the increase of the number or frames in a movie for the same time
length.
It is also noticeable the effects of the modulation index in the last two figures, where there is
no change in frequency, but with a higher modulation index, higher output current is achieved.
The different PWM methods have all one same goal, to reduce Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD), being the basic strategy to increase the carrier’s switching frequency. This is also some-
thing trouble because switching power losses also increase with frequency.
The most common method as seen in figures (3.11-3.13) is the Sinusoidal PWM, although, it
has the disadvantage of low output voltage comparing with other methods.
Table 3.1 shows THD levels for different modulation methods so to compare the overall effi-
ciency and advantages/disadvantages of each method.
Other methods are also commonly used [8]:
• Trapezoidal modulation: Comparison of a triangular wave and a modulating trapezoidal
wave.
• Staircase modulation: The modulation signal is formed as a stair, the levels being calcu-
lated to eliminate certain harmonics. Not recommended for cycles that have less than 15
pulses.
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.
Figure 3.11: Example of Sinusoidal PWM in one Single-Phase H-Bridge,[1st] graphic: Sinusoidal
wave and Carrier, [2nd] graphic: modulated information, [3rd] graphic: Output current [ fSin :
10Hz, fCarrier : 800Hz,mindex = 1]
.
Figure 3.12: Example of Sinusoidal PWM in one Single-Phase H-Bridge,[1st] graphic: Sinusoidal
wave and Carrier, [2nd] graphic: modulated information, [3rd] graphic: Output current [ fSin :
10Hz, fCarrier : 5000Hz,mindex = 0.5]
• Stepped modulation: Each step being a certain time portion (in degrees) which is individ-
ually controling the amplitude and is used to elimate harmonics. Gives low distortion, but
high amplitude.
• Third harmonic injected PWM: Implementation in the same way as for the SPWM, but
the references signal is not a sinusoidal wave. It consists of a 1) fundamental component 2)
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.
Figure 3.13: Example of Sinusoidal PWM in one Single-Phase H-Bridge,[1st] graphic: Sinusoidal
wave and Carrier, [2nd] graphic: modulated information, [3rd] graphic: Output current [ fSin :
10Hz, fCarrier : 5000Hz,mindex = 1]
Third harmonic component. This method gives higher amplitude and a better utilization of
the DC-source.
Modulation Technique Line VoltageTHD Stator CurrentTHD Fundamental Voltage(Volt)
SPWM 44.3 % 4.03 % 269,9
Trapezoidal 40.08 % 2.55 % 299,8
Staircase 44.53 % 2.55 % 302,8
Stepped 36.68 % 2.08% 317,6
Third Harmonic 35.62 % 1.38% 332,6
Offset Voltage 34.84 % 1.23% 346,3
Table 3.1: Different Modulation Techniques and their THD
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3.2.1 Space vector Pulse Width Modulation
Contrary to high switching frequency PWM’s method, fundamental switching frequency methods
threat the entire converter structure as one single unit. The converters can be seen as one state space
machine, therefore changing among the converter states or or different switching configurations,
is done in order to generate the desired output voltage/current signals.
For a design purpose, SVPWM will be presented directly in the inverter structure, so that the
reader can understand what has been done in C-blocks in chapter 4. Although, its mathematical
approach can be set for any power converter, being special interesting for multi-level converters.
The chosen converter structure, voltage source inverter, has six switches (sw1-sw6, figure
3.14), in this case being IGBT switching devices.
.
Figure 3.14: Three-level three-phase inverter, with a load and neutral point [8]
The switches being ON or OFF can determined one specific location of the total voltage vector
on (α ,β ) frame. To modulate the entire structure states, some precaution has to be made. For
example, the states that short-circuit the energy source are immediately thrown away and are not
considered for the modulation. Only a sub-set of the total possible states of the converter is used,
and these can still be used to produce every voltage-vector needed.
Using table 3.2, it is possible to see all of these states considering ON and OFF states of the
transistors as 0 and 1.
In example, the switches 1,3,5 are the upper switches (figure 3.14), and if these are 1 (sepa-
rately or together) it turns the upper inverter leg ON and the terminal voltage (Va, Vb, Vc) is positive
(+VDC). If the upper switches are zero, then the terminal voltage is zero). The lower switches are
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complementary to the upper switches, so the only possible combinations are the switching states:
000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 110, 110, 111 [8].
Switching
States
a b c
S1 S2 Van S3 S4 Vbn S5 S6 Vcn
1 ON OFF VDC ON OFF VDC ON OFF VDC
0 OFF ON 0 OFF ON 0 OFF ON 0
Table 3.2: Switching states for each phase leg [8]
Therefore, only 8 possible switching states are obtained, for which two of them are zero
switching states (Null vectors), which does not produce any voltage on the load windings, and
six of them are active switching states. In figure 3.15 it is possible to identify graphically the
positions in frame, according to the actual switching state of the converter.
.
Figure 3.15: Space voltage vectors in different sectors [8]
In a control point of view, it is desirable to be able to generate a voltage vector of any angle
and also any possible magnitude in the phase windings. In this analysis, the pretended voltage
vector will be threaten as one reference voltage vector.
Vre f =V sinθ (3.84)
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In order to obtain any voltage vector with an angle position between two adjacent vectors, the
control unit has to modulate between these state vectors. In example, for some reference voltage
vector that has 90◦ angle, the control unit should modulate between voltage vectors 2 and 3 (figure
3.15), spending the same amount of time per period in each vector, because its half-way to any of
those. If the reference angle is closer to V2, say 100◦, one should spend more time per period with
vector 2 than of vector 3.
From this example is possible to obtain the following conclusions, that for every reference
angle, two possible vectors are used. This is done by considering that the modulation can be done
in 6 sectors. One vector in sector 6, for example, can be achieved by switching between vector 6
and vector 1.
Still, it is necessary to produce any possible magnitude, and this is achieved by using the null
vectors in order to increase or decrease the average time duration of two adjacent vectors in one
period. Using the null vector will be traduced in a higher/lower average voltage but with the same
angle position.
In short, Vre f can be found with two active and one zero vector.
As in [8]. For sector 1 (0 to pi3 ): Vre f can be located with V0, V1 and V2. Vre f in terms of the
duration time can be considered as:
Vre f Tc =V1
T1
Tc
+V2
T2
Tc
+V0
T0
Tc
(3.85)
Beging the total time cycle
Tc = T1+T2+T0 (3.86)
Describing the position of V1, V2 and V0 by its magnitude and angle
V1 =
2
3
VDC (3.87)
V2 =
2
3
VDCe j
pi
3 (3.88)
V0 = 0 (3.89)
=⇒Vre f Tc
[
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
]
= T1
2
3
VDC
[
0
1
]
+T2
2
3
VDC
[
cos(pi3 )
sin(pi3 )
]
(3.90)
Expanding to real and imaginary parts simplifies the process of calculation each vector dura-
tion of time
Real part : TcVre f cos(θ) = T1
2
3
VDC +T2
1
3
VDC (3.91)
Imaginary part : TcVre f sin(θ) = T2
1√
3
VDC (3.92)
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T1 and T2 for sector 1 (angle between 0 and pi3 ) are given by
T1 = Tc
√
3Vre f
VDC
sin(
pi
3
−θ) (3.93)
T2 = Tc
√
3Vre f
VDC
sin(θ) (3.94)
T0 = Tc−T1−T2 (3.95)
where the modulation index a =
√
3Vre f
VDC
=⇒ T1 = Tcasin(pi3 θ) (3.96)
=⇒ T2 = Tcasin(θ) (3.97)
This is the necessary calculation to obtain the time duration of vector 1 and 2 per cycle for one
reference voltage vector at sector 1.
To obtain the time duration, in a way that works for every needed sector, one should consider
the next equations
T1 = Tcasin(
pi
3
−θ + n−1
3
pi) = Tca
[
sin(
npi
3
)cos(θ)− cos(npi
3
)sin(θ)
]
(3.98)
T2 = Tcasin(θ − n−13 pi) = Tca
[
−cos(θ)sin(n−1
3
pi)+ sin(θ)cos(
n−1
3
pi)
]
(3.99)
With this equations, it is only necessary to know, which sector (n=1,2,3,4,5,6) the reference
voltage-vector belongs to. After knowing the sector, use the equations shown in table 3.3 to
calculate the time duration of each vector.
Sector Duration Times
T1 T2 T0
1 Tcasin(pi3 −θ) Tcasin(θ) Tc−T1−T2
2 Tcasin(2pi3 −θ) Tcasin(θ − pi3 ) Tc−T1−T2
3 Tcasin(pi−θ) Tcasin(θ − 2pi3 ) Tc−T1−T2
4 Tcasin(4pi3 −θ) Tcasin(θ −pi) Tc−T1−T2
5 Tcasin(5pi3 −θ) Tcasin(θ − 4pi3 ) Tc−T1−T2
6 Tcasin(2pi−θ) Tcasin(θ − 5pi3 ) Tc−T1−T2
Table 3.3: Vector duration time for each sector
The frequency used to switch between the vectors is high enough so that the load can only see
the average of them all.
This raised the question: Which order of vectors should one use?
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For example, in figure 3.16, vector one is first used, than vector 2 and in the end, one of the
null vectors.
Figure 3.16: Voltage vectors order example in one switching period Tc
.
The problem is normally solved by trying to reduce the switching losses. There are some
different options to do it.
One of the options, is to start like in figure 3.16 but than, in the next period, change the order
so that its backwards. After that period one should change again so that the order is again equal to
that in the figure 3.16. By doing this, there will be no state change between consecutive periods,
instead of the change from null to vector 1, therefore lowering the power losses.
Other changes that can be done are the choice of the null vectors. For example, choosing
to always use vector 1 with binary code 000, shows that for every 120 degrees only two phases
switch. This means that the switching losses will be cut by about 13 . The most used algorithm for
choice of the null vectors is the "alternating reverse sequence". This means that it runs the order as
said earlier, back and forward, but it also switches between both null vectors. This makes all the
PWM signals from each phase to be center align. The advantage on this method is that, no power
is wasted in unwanted harmonics and noise created by asymmetrical PWM signals.
The duty cycle for the alternate reverse sequence has 7 switching states per each cycle. It
always starts and ends with a null vector, switching between the two every time a null vector is
needs (every half cycle). So the cycle should be done like the following equation
Tc =
T 0
4
+
T 1
2
+
T 2
2
+
T 0
2
+
T 2
2
+
T 1
2
+
T 0
4
(3.100)
Figure 3.17 shows an example of the alternate reverse sequence in sector 5.
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.
Figure 3.17: Duty cycle for each voltage vector shown for sector 5
It is also possible to generate 15% more line-to-line voltage with SVM than with Sinusoidal
PWM modulation. But for this, additional changes in the SVM structure have to be made, so that
a third signal is injected in the system.
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3.3 Sensorless Control
Except V/ fe control method, other methods do require knowing the rotor position to perform
effectively. In vector control, knowing rotor position is imperative for the torque control loop,
so that one can perform reference frame transformations for currents and voltages (i.e. for self-
synchronization). The actual shaft speed is another requirement for the control loop.
With this said, most of the application use a shaft-mounted speed sensor, normally an optical-
encoder, hall sensor or a resolver. This approach decreases the application robustness as the num-
ber of wirings increases, and so the hardware interface. Some systems present high order of
vibrations, making even less useful the resource of a sensor due to background noise. The cost of
the application also gets higher.
The rotor position and velocity can be estimated accurately using other measurable quantities
of the machine. There are several methods which allow to estimate rotor position, some of which
being:
• Back-EMF estimation based methods
• Stator Flux Linkage estimation based methods
• Phase Inductance based methods
• State Observers and Sliding Mode observers (SMO)
The following sections, present some options to follow as to estimate rotor position and speed.
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3.3.1 Back-EMF estimation based methods
The stator induced voltage vector (i.e. back-EMF) is always in quadrature with its originating flux
vector, and in a PMSM the field flux is mostly generated by the magnets, therefore being possible
to conclude that the back-EMF vector always lies in the rotor q-axis. This means that in stationary
frame the this vector also indicates the rotor position angle θ as can be seen in figure 3.18. Most of
the methods used in literature rely on the previous assumption. There are methods which simply
try to estimate directly the back-EMF produced. To achieve this estimation, both current and
voltage drops in the phase lines are needed. At low speed it can show very poor efficiency due low
signal-to-noise ratio [28].
Figure 3.18: Back-EMF vector in the stationary reference frame [9]
As seen in [9] , and according to figure 3.18 , the rotor position can be calculated by the
following expression. When the substantive s is used, it means that the transformation done is in
stator stationary reference frame.
θ = tan−1(
esd
esq
) (3.101)
where,
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esq = ωmλm cos(θ) (3.102)
esd = ωmλm sin(θ) (3.103)
Both esd and e
s
q can be obtained with (recording that Ls = Ld = Lq since the machine that author
uses is a salient pole free PMSM)
V sq = r
s
sI
s
q+Ls
dIsq
dt
+ωmλm cos(θ) (3.104)
V sd = r
s
sI
s
d +Ls
dIsd
dt
−ωmλm sin(θ) (3.105)
The stator voltage values can be directly measure or estimated using the inverter state config-
uration. The stator current can be measured and the derivative term of the currents be calculated
as
pisxs(k) =
isxs(k)− isxs(k−1)
T
(3.106)
where subscript x denotes q or d, k the sampling number and T the sampling period.
After quickly analyzing the method it is clear that it is not possible to estimate back-EMF when
in starting position because no vector is produced while standing still. Even at low speeds, ohmic
losses are predominant due to the low value of stator voltages, making the accuracy of this method
tremble [28]. The derivative term can also introduce a large error into the system. Variations of
the parameters rs and L are also another problem.
Some present the solution as starting the motor in open loop using V/f control method until
the error is low enough to engage the back-EMF estimation for FOC.
3.3.2 Stator Flux Linkage estimation based methods
Some approaches propose the estimation of the rotor position using the stator flux linkage vector.
The Clarke transformation is applied to obtain α and β voltage and current components in the
stationary frame. The stationary flux linkage vector can be calculated as
λα =
∫
Vα − rsIαdt, (3.107)
λβ =
∫
Vβ − rsIβdt, (3.108)
Integration drift is a problem when using the aboves equations [29][28]. In [30] some popper
integration methods are presented in order to avoid integration drift.
6 λs = tan−1
λβ
λα
(3.109)
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Rotor position can be calculated using the flux linkage vector’s angle, and the speed its first
derivative. After estimating rotor position, some papers suggest [9] to use this rotor position and
rotor flux linkage vector in order to estimate the 3 phase stator currents. After estimating them,
calculate the error between these and the actual measured currents, and use that error to com-
pensate the integrator drift. Again, this method has high accuracy susceptibility due to measured
currents and voltage drops.
3.3.3 Phase Inductance based methods
As mentioned in chapter 2 from equation 2.32 to 2.37, phase inductance is dependent on the rotor
position. Some rotor estimation methods use this inductances to try to estimate rotor position and
velocity. This works in a manner similar to a resolver and resolver-to-digital converter sensing
system, where the power converter applies carrier frequency voltages to the stator in order to
produce high frequency currents that vary with position. Some papers reviewed present techniques
which use this method. Some articles refer to this method as high frequency signal injection.
Jansen and Lorenz [31] propose an estimation technique where utilizes an injected signal at a
high frequency (typically higher than 10 kHz) to extract position estimates from a machine that
has a high frequency saliency introduced to its rotor. They also used it in a inherent saliency such
as buried magnet PMSM [32]. These methods rely on the sinusoidal variation in the inductance of
the machine and variations in this profile highly increases the complexity of the estimation.
A more recent paper, by the same author Lorenz and Corley[33], introduce an improvement to
these techniques, increasing its accuracy.
A high frequency flux vector is injected to the stationary frame, and its defined by [33][
λ sqIn jected
λ sdIn jected
]
=
VsIn jected
ωIn jected
sin(ωIn jectedt)
[
cos(θˆm)
−sin(θˆm)
]
(3.110)
The carrier frequency stator flux linkage in a stationary reference frame is given by[
λ sqIn jected
λ sdIn jected
]
=
[
L+∆Lcos(2θ) −∆Lsin(2θ)
−∆Lsin(2θ) L−∆Lcos(2θ)
][
isqIn jected
isdIn jected
]
(3.111)
where isqIn jected and i
s
dIn jected are the carrier frequency components of stator currents in a sta-
tionary frame and L and ∆L are the average inductance and the amplitude of the spatial modulation
of the inductance as defined below
L =
Lq+Ld
2
(3.112)
∆L =
Lq−Ld
2
(3.113)
The d-axis component of the high frequency current in the estimated rotor position reference
frame is given by
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iθˆdIn jected = i
s
qIn jected sin(θˆ)+ i
s
dIn jected cos(θˆ) (3.114)
=⇒ iθˆdIn jected = sin(ωIn jectedt)IIn jected1 sin(2(θ − θˆ)) (3.115)
where
IIn jected1 =
VIn jected
ωIn jected
∆L
L2−∆L2 (3.116)
This method requires high precision and fast measurement and a fast signal porcessing capa-
bility which inevitably will increase the complexity and cost of the control system[29].
Special PWM patterns are also required which increases the complexity. Some methods are
even able to use no motor parameters [9] having no disturbances due to ohmic losses.
This can only work in salient pole machines or IPMSM and thus it is a not a suitable method
for this project. Although is worth to mention because of its high accuracy estimation, both in
high and low speeds. It can also estimate starting position at zero speed.
3.3.4 State Observers and Sliding Mode observers (SMO)
There are other forms of estimating the parameters of the machine, without using direct calcula-
tion of back-EMF, stator flux vector, or harmonic injection to project the rotor position into high
frequency currents.
All of these methods use the linearized approaches of a non-linear system. There are other
forms to do it, like trying to modulate the entire structure as one single unit, a space state, one
single state machine. This mathematical modulation is also used in Control Systems to control the
system. As a time-varying system, PMSM’s are highly non linear due to the coupling between
both axis, but, as shown in subsection 3.1.2, there is no need for such a complex control loop since
accurate control is achievable by using simple PI controllers.
While reviewing literature on this subject, it is possible to encounter some Sliding-Mode con-
trollers being used as tracking controllers for speed and position. In fact, as a non-linear control
methodology it proves its worth because it can get high performances both in steady state and
dynamic response. It can also be used to estimate stator resistance with good results [34]. State
observers (SO) also fall in the same type of estimators, where Extended Luenberger Observers
(ELO) an Extended Kalman filters (EKF) are used to estimate back-emf.
To develop sliding mode observers (SMO) , the motor equations are arranged in as follows
x˙ = f (x,u) (3.117)
y = h(x,u) (3.118)
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where x is the vector of states, x˙ = dxt the vector of the derivatives of the state. This allows
the controller to predict system response. The output y vector is also affected by the states of the
system and by the input vector u.
The PMSM system state vectors are obtained by the following equations
I˙d =
1
Ls
(−rsId +LsωeIq+Vd) (3.119)
I˙d =
1
Ls
(−rsIq−LsωeId−λmωe+Vq) (3.120)
ω˙e =
p
J
= (Te−TL− BPωe) (3.121)
where torque is assumed to be the same as in the control structure, in this case, Te = 32 pλmIq
Some modifications are done to the state space vector in order to use state observers (SO).
A gain matrix G is introduced as a function gain error, where it should be designed in order
to guarantee satisfactory convergence performance of the estimation states, much like a P term
controller in the estimation loop.
x˙ = f (x,u)+G(x)[y−h(x)] (3.122)
y = h(x) (3.123)
Both methods (SO and SMO) can be design to be robust to motor parameters variations and
have in recent years proved their worth among other estimators. Although they also present some
challenging in the mathematical approach thus requiring enough computational power to increase
the application cost. Already known states, by measurements, like currents and voltages are used
to decrease computational stress. SMOs present good response in zero speed, allowing rotor
position to be estimated. State observers can not be used alone to estimate rotor position in zero
speed, although there are papers that present both methods used together (SMO and SO).
Chapter 4
Computational Analysis
The objective of this chapter is to present the simulation of the control algorithm.
After choosing one control strategy and method between all of the presented in the above
chapters, it is possible, using a simulation environment, to simulate the entire control algorithm
along with the respective system’s response. This allows the designer to validate the entire algo-
rithm structure and also provides a good way of tunning it before trying to implement it in the
microcontroller unit.
PSIM (Copyright c©2001-2015 Powersim Inc.) was the chosen simulation tool. This powerful
tool allows the user to simulate power electronic devices and mathematical operations needed to
achieve the system control, using simple graphical simulation blocks. These simulation blocks
can be placed graphically in the simulation environment, having defined input and output nodes
that allow the interaction with other blocks. For example, an AC motor block has 3 inputs, each
one for a single phase, and one output, the mechanical shaft connection that can output torque if it
is motoring.
It is also possible for the user to create its own blocks using C programming language. One
can simply trade control blocks like PI controllers, and others so to implement the control in C
language. This was made so that in the end, one could implement the control simulated, directly
into the MCU.
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4.1 Control algorithm
The PMSM control methods were discussed in the previous chapters, as well as the typical control
strategies which allow direct torque control. In order to simplify the simulation, the graphical
chart was divided into several subsystems. These subsystems mostly correspond to the very steps
one has to do in order to complete the control algorithm. In figure 4.1 it is possible to see some
of those subsystems. The blue lines in the figure, represent digital signals, or control signals, and
black lines, analog (electrical/mechanical) signals.
Figure 4.1: Graphical illustration of the implemented Control Algorithm
The algorithm follows the subsequent steps:
• Read Currents & Voltage drops across the phase windings (a,b,c)
• Read rotor’s position (from sensor) or estimate it using the read voltage and current values
• Calculate Id and Iq using rotating park transform
• Estimate produced electromagnetic torque
• Compare with reference values (0 for flux and the pedal reference for torque)
• Compute the errors into PI controllers
• Convert back to α−β
• Feed the Space vector PWM module and obtain the respective gate signals
• Use those signals to switch the Voltage source inverter’s transistors
The algorithm is repeated all over again in order to stabilize the system’s response. The men-
tioned steps are built in the same manner inside the simulation environment, which in this docu-
ment are called the simulation subsystems.
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4.2 Electrical Parameters
The simulation was done using the devices real electrical characteristics like the motor’s param-
eters. The used motor, EMRAX 228 High Voltage, is capable of dynamically outputting 80 kW,
yet its peak power can reach 100 kW. It is a salient pole free machine, with an outer-rotor config-
uration which makes it a very small and compact solution, ideal for vehicle operation. It weights
approximately 12,6 kg.
The motor can be seen in figure 4.2, as well as its input connections. Inside its structure, its
windings are γ connected, meaning that it is able to output the maximum torque for its power rat-
ing. The motor also has one resolver inside that serves to measure rotor position, and a temperature
sensor in the stator frame.
Figure 4.2: EMRAX 228 High Voltage picture taken during the project
Motor’s characteristics were obtained from the EMRAX motor’s manual (Page 9 in [10]) and
can be seen in table 4.1. From this table, it is also possible to see that the motor is a salient-free
PMSM due to its equal direct and quadrature inductances (Ld = Lq).
Other hardware characteristics like the power converter semiconductor’s parameters, can be
found in chapter 5 where they had more relevance. Despite influencing some of the system’s
response, the controller does not depend greatly in this values, as so, the simulation was carried
out with ideal semiconductors, and in the end tested for the real values.
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The simulation analysis was also carried out without varying temperature, phase inductances,
resistance phase values etc. This means that further development of the simulation is required to
take into account the addressed issues.
During the project it was defined that the control scheme should be done at 20 kHz, and all the
necessary calculations were done using this data.
The control scheme does not have a speed loop control. it was chosen this way because the
purpose of the model is to simulate a car like behavior. In the ideal situation, the driver of the car
would click the foot pedal, and that should define how much torque the motor should output.
This is way the torque references used in the simulation tests were taken from another work,
which purpose was to describe the working operation of the car. One example of the information
used, is the initial torque required to accelerate the car at zero speed.
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EMRAX 228 High Voltage
Cooling System Air Cooling
Ingress protection IP21
Weight [kg] 12,0
Diameter ø / width [mm] 228 / 86
Battery voltage range [Vdc] 50 – 600 (*700 – to get 6500 RPMp)
Peak motor power
(few min at cold start / few seconds at hot start) [kW]
100
Continuous motor power
(depends on the motor RPM 3000 - 5000) [kW]
28 - 42
Maximal rotation speed [RPM] 5500 (*6500 RPM peak)
Maximal motor current (for 2 min if cooled
as described in Manual for EMRAX) [Arms]
240
Continuous motor current [Arms] 115
Maximal motor torque (for a few seconds) [Nm] 240
Continuousmotor torque [Nm] 125
Torque / motor current [Nm/1Aph rms] 1,1
Maximal temperature of the copper windings in
the stator and also max. temp. of the magnets [◦C]
120
Motor efficiency [%] 93 – 98
Internal phase resistance at 25 ◦C [mΩ] 18
Input phase wire cross-section [mm2] 10,2
Induction in Ld/Lq [µH] 175/180
Controller / motor signal sine wave
Specific idle speed (no load RPM) [RPM/1Vdc] 9,8
Specific load speed
(depends on the controller settings) [RPM/1Vdc]
8 – 9,8
Magnetic field weakening
(for higher RPM at low torque) [%]
up to 100
Magnetic flux – axial [Vs] 0,0542
Temperature sensor in the motor kty 81/210
Number of pole pairs 10
Rotor inertia (mass dia=175mm, m=5,5kg) [kg*cm2] 421
Table 4.1: Some motor parameters present in the Manual [10]. Bold Parameters were either used
in the simulation environment or for the calculation of required equipment such as semiconductor’s
ratings
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4.3 Simulation
The ease of using PSIM is that, for most of the electrical circuit components, there are already
blocks which represent their functionality.
The simulated subsystems are presented below, in a list like formate, in which the subset items
represent single operations, required for the control algorithm.
The strategy used was to begin with the PSIM module blocks so the system could be simulated
as a whole, afterwards each block was transformed to its analogous in C programming language.
The C language blocks are programmable, and one can choose the number of input/output nodes,
seen in figure 4.3 and marked with red lines.
All of these blocks also have internal predefined inputs, that allow the user to obtain the time
step of the simulation (thiner red line in figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: PSIM’s C-Block Program window
Its possible to connect the input/output nodes to logical lines in the simulator. This is useful
to simulate the acquisition of signals from the system without worrying with sensor behavior. For
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a more accurate representation of the analog to digital converters (ADC), its useful to use another
C-block which does the quantification of that information with the right bit level.
delt = TSimulationStep (4.1)
It is possible to use the simulation time period input variable (delt) to run the algorithm at 20
kHz. Each time step, PSIM runs every C block, independently of the programming code that is
inside it. The user can use this in its advantage, and make the program count each time step with
an internal variable. As the the block also knows the time period (delt) for each time step, it is
possible to calculate how much time have passed with the counter, and run the pretended code,
at one pretended frequency lower than the simulation frequency. This was done using if..then
conditional statement.
The following list present the mentioned simulation subsystems. All of them have a graphical
representation within the simulation environment as can be seen in the pictures.
• Simulation Control
The simulation control block defines the simulation time step, which is used to calculate
the mathematical functions that are time dependent. One can also establish the total time
duration of the event that it will be simulated. The block can be seen in blue in figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Simulation Control Block
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• Electrical Devices
The mathematical behavior of the motor has its own block. It is possible by having the
motor characteristics to change this block so that it responds in the same manner as the real
one.
It can be seen in figure 4.5 the configuration panel for the motor block.
Figure 4.5: Parameters of the PMSM PSIM Block
Figure 4.6: Electrical and Mechanical System
This block uses the same differential equations derived in chapter 3 and represents a motor
with the internal lines γ-connected as the one used in the project. It has three input lines, one
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neutral point output and one mechanical output. This mechanical output can be connected
to a mechanical load as seen in figure 4.6.
The power converter structure (also seen in figure 4.6) is simulated using semiconductor
blocks and connecting them in the same way as the chosen topology. These small blocks
simulate the Transistors and DC-Constant-Voltage Source behaviors, and can have their
parameters changed in a environment very similar to the motor block.
• Reference-Frame Transformation
In order to swap reference frame, PSIM’s Clark and Park transformations blocks are used.
This block is illustrated in figure 4.7.
Rotor position angle is one of the input nodes, and it is obtained by the below structure
(Shaft Position and Speed Estimation). One C-Block was used to do the same as the present
block since its one of the calculations that the microprocessor unit will have to preform in
order to control the system.
Figure 4.7: Reference Frame transformations
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• Shaft Position and Speed Estimation
In one early stage, to obtain the rotor position in time, motor’s shaft speed was obtained
using a speed sensor before the load block as can be seen in figure 4.6. It is possible to
test the control this way because the motor already has an internal shaft-mounted speed
sensor. With shaft speed its possible to calculate rotor position using the expression in
figure ??. This is done considering that the position of the alpha phase is equal to zero when
rotor position is zero. For experimental results it is necessary to either check rotor starting
position or tend it to one new one and start the algorithm.
Figure 4.8: Shaft Position Estimation
After testing the control algorithm, sensorless flux estimation was done in order to obtain
rotor position as described in chapter 3. The estimation was build directly in C blocks.
• Electromagnetic Torque Estimation
Torque estimation is needed so that control can be achieved as its proved in chapter 3.
Electromagnetic torque can be obtained by the scheme illustrated in figure 4.12.
• Control
The input of the PI Controllers is done with an error between reference and actual values.
References are obtain as follows in figure 4.13. Manual tuning of the controllers was made
in order to lower the torque ripple at the machine’s output. This operation, obeys all the
control laws defined in section 3.1, and can be seen in figure 4.11.
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• Space Vector Modulation
All the sector calculations are done coherent with the mathematical approach to SVM sys-
tem in section 3.2.1. This subsystem was implemented directly in a C block as represented
in figure 4.15.
Figure 4.9: Space Vector Modulation Block
Some values necessary to the simulation can be represented by constant variables, and are
also introduced in the simulation environment using constant variable blocks. They can be seen in
figure 4.10.
It is possible to see the the first simulated system in the next picture (figure 4.14).
The final simulated system is made using one single C-block. First the author transformed
every subset operation, into one single C block, making a C programing language function that
would calculate the required output with the input signals. Every sub-set was tested and directly
compared with its corresponding simulation blocks. This way, one ensures it is function as sup-
posed. Afterwards, all the subsystems were complied into one single C block.
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Figure 4.10: Constant Variables calculation
Figure 4.11: Control sub-system
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Figure 4.12: Blue (Electromagnetic Torque Estimation)
Figure 4.13: Torque and Id References
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Figure 4.14: Simulated system
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4.4 System’s Response
The system’s response testing must be done in accordance with the application in question. The
objective of this system is to move the formula gloria frame, therefore some calculation need
to be done in order to obtain initial torque. One student from mechanical engineering at FEUP
has already made the necessary calculations during his master thesis. In "Projeto de uma viatura
fórmula elétrica" [35], the student determined that, in first gear, the torque required to move the
car would have to be 52 Nm. Using this torque would take the car speed from 0-10 km/h in
approximately 1 second.
EMRAX’s manual includes one graphic which represents Continuous Power and Continuous
Torque regime, and this can be used to extrapolate the maximum torque for every speed value.
Figure 4.15: Space Vector Modulation
The first conducted tests, include two situations where torque reference is kept constant:
• Torque reference is at the minimum necessary value to move the car with gear 1 (52 Nm)
• Peak torque deliverable by the motor (240 Nm).
To test the system response with dynamic torque reference behavior, the torque reference input
signal has to vary at a minimum frequency of 10 Hz. It was defined that way because below to this
frequency, the mechanical system already sees an average of the torque variation. For this reason,
another two testes where conducted with dynamic torque reference.
• In the first test, torque varies between maximum and minimum linearly (triangluar shaped
signal), in order to make the controller follow every torque value that the motor can output.
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• In the second test, torque starts at the minimum value and after some time goes from mini-
mum to maximum with an instant step.
For both cases, the total simulation time is about 100 ms.
4.4.1 Result Analysis
The results from tests are obtained in two different ways:
• Continuous mode where the controller frequency is as fast as the simulation time step. This
can be thought of as infinite for a control system because it is roughly around 20 Mhz due
to the simulation time step size .
Afterwards, while using C-blocks, the controller frequency is decreased to the real value that
the MCU will run the control. This frequency was chosen to be 20 kHz, and the tests are done by
downsizing the control frequency from 20 MHz to 20 kHz.
To be noted that for each change in controller frequency, every PI controller had to be properly
tuned.
The following list summarizes every control tests realized, and the pictures shows the result
obtained. In the end a brief conclusion is made.
In every graphic, the top window shows the torque reference and produced torque by the
motor. Middle window displays the phase current and the bottom window illustrates the shaft
speed evolution in rad/sec.
• Controller in Continuous mode =⇒ f = ∞.
– Peak torque - Constant Reference
Figure 4.16: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in continuous mode with
constant peak torque reference
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– Minimum torque to move the car- Constant Reference
Figure 4.17: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in continuous mode with
constant "minimum" torque reference
– Linear variation in torque - Dynamic Reference
Figure 4.18: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in continuous mode with
linear variation in torque reference
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– Step variation in torque - Dynamic Reference
Figure 4.19: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in continuous mode with
step variation in torque reference
• Controller frequency at f = 20khz.
– Peak torque - Constant Reference
Figure 4.20: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in discrete mode with
constant peak torque reference
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– Minimum torque to move the car- Constant Reference
Figure 4.21: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in discrete mode with
constant "minimum" torque reference
– Linear variation in torque - Dynamic Reference
Figure 4.22: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in discrete mode with
linear variation in torque reference
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– Step variation in torque - Dynamic Reference
Figure 4.23: Simulation Result obtained after testing the control system in discrete mode with step
variation in torque reference
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4.4.2 Conclusion
It was possible to conclude that the maximum torque ripple was always above 0.5% in continu-
ous mode. After converting all the control algorithm into a discrete form using C programming
language blocks, the same tests were used, obtaining a maximum instant ripple at near 15%. This
results can be seen in the above images, and the higher torque fluctuations were obtained during
the 20 kHz - Minimum torque test. For a more conclusive view of this effect, it is possible to see
in figure 4.24 in the first window, the instant ripple. Second and third windows represent torque
and torque reference and phase currents respectively.
Figure 4.24: Absolute torque study in discrete mode to evaluate maximum instant ripple
Considering the results obtained, the control scheme was a success.
The maximum ripple has its value even without any load inertia in action, which means that
this will be softened in real life by the load inertia. The controller was also able to follow the
reference with great precision, both in continuous and "discrete" mode.
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Chapter 5
System Implementation
The purpose of this project was to design and build one drive system for a PM Synchronous
Machine. Along with the simulation of the control scheme, the author also prepared the practical
validation of the control system.
This chapter objective is to present the desired equipment’s characteristic calculation, and also
the final choice along with its specifications.
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5.1 Hardware System Overview
Although initial experimental results should undergo in bench tests, the final system has to be able
to be fixated into the frame of the department’s electric car. The heat-sink was therefore designed
in order to be able to fit most of the power electronic circuit elements.
Figure 5.1: Heat-sink CAD design result
The overall size of the system was defined upon choosing every single component that fits in
the heat-sink. Afterwards, CAD software was used to produce the design shown in figure 5.1.
It is possible to see in figure 5.1 the following single equipment fixated to the (5) heat-sink:
• (1) DC-link capacitor
• (2) Voltage sensor board
• (3) DC-link reactor (inductor)
• (4) Semiconductor’s contact board
• (6) Current sensors
• (7) Semiconductors beneath the contact board
• (8) racks to fit the semiconductor’s drives
It is possible to see in figures 5.2 to 5.6 the overall system equipment. Because the heat-sink
is still in process of acquiring , it is not present in the photos.
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Figure 5.2: System elements (Overall view)
Figure 5.3: System elements (Motor)
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Figure 5.4: System elements (Driver’s module and designed board)
Figure 5.5: System elements (Semiconductor’s and its designed contact board)
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Figure 5.6: System elements (Microcontroller fit into the control board at the center, at the right
voltage sensor and the DC-link capacitor)
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5.2 Heat-Sink
This CAD project mentioned above was afterwards used to determine the heat-sink screw holes
location and their respective diameter. Using section 2.3.3 notes, the required power dissipation is
proximately 3 kW at max power. Additional holes were though of, so to include one water circuit
inside the heat-sink frame to ensure that this heat is fast dissipated from the circuit equipment.
In figure ?? it is possible to see the mechanical design of the Heat-Sink. No possible real
picture was taken because it is still in ordering process.
Figure 5.7: Heat-sink mechanical’s design result from CAD software, with the correct hole’s
position and diameters
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5.3 DC-link Capacitor
Using high frequency control, allows to ensure better performance in dynamic behaviors. But it
also has some not that desirable consequences.
In a simulation environment, one does not worry about the current drawn from the battery
pack, but real batteries are not able to quickly output current that follows this highly pulsated
demand (illustrated in figure 5.8). Alternating currents (AC), produce repeated coulomb charge –
discharge cycles in the batteries, that increases their internal temperature which can cause serious
damage, affecting their life spawn [36].
High pulsed inverter currents also produces leakage inductance which leads to inefficiencies
due to high voltage spikes that can even cause high EMI [37][38].
The dc-link-capacitor is a load-balancing energy storage element between the dc (battery) and
ac (load) sides of a VSI [37]. The component is parallel connected to the battery’s pack DC output.
The DC-link capacitor’s can compensate this pulsated current, and its internal ESL and external
packcging is a key to reduce leakage inductance in the inverter power bridge[38].
An under-designed DC-link capacitor may cause possible EMI that can damage other circuitry,
and over-designed capacitor can prove to be a not cost effective solution.
Figure 5.8: Simulation results that illustrate the typical ripple current which is drawn from the
batteries, Top graphic being one of the phase’s current, bottom graphic the current drawn from the
battery pack
The choice of the capacitor’s parameters depends greatly on the type of capacitor technology.
The main attraction in older designs was to choose electrolytic capacitor technology due to the
lower cost per Faraday associated with tem, which is in fact their bigger advantage. Some papers
presents the advantages of using film capacitors over electrolytic in terms of size, weight, lifetime,
cost and efficiency [38].
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Electrolytic capacitors suffer from low ripple current capability due to high ESR and ESL.
This also limits its heat dissipation, making them bigger in size and having a lower temperature
range.
Film capacitor’s have better capacitance tolerance over the temperature range and no polarity
therefore there’s no blow-up and dry-out problems. They usually also have the double of lifetime
of the electrolytic capacitors and for the same voltage ratings have higher current capability which
enables a diminution in DC-link size. This current capability can also be in favor of cost. In
example, when a electrolytic capacitor is chosen, some times, it does not provide enough current
for the application in purpose. The common solution is to use two of them in parallel which can
increase the cost of the application.
Considering the above mentioned reasons, it has been chosen to use film capacitor technology
for the DC-link capacitor. After acquiring the DC-link capacitor’s electrical requirements, one
needs to obtain one that has a package which is able to be screwed to the heat-sink. It follows
some considerations about the capacitor’s specification. Afterwards, the choice made is presented.
Among others, using Greenberg and Palmer [39] study it is possible to define the maximum
VSI input ripple rms current as
I2in = I
2
out
[
2
√
3
pi2
Mi+
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8
√
3
pi2
− 18
pi2
Mi
)
Mi cos2ϕ
]
(5.1)
where I2in is VSI input current ripple rms current, I
2
out is the 1
st harmonic rms value of the output
phase current, and ϕ the load power-factor.
Mi is the ratio of the fundamental component magnitude of the inverter line to neutral output
voltage (Vout1SV M) to the fundamental component magnitude of the six-step modulation inverter
line to neutral output voltage (Vout1sixstep) ;
Vout1SV M = m
VDC√
3
(5.2)
Vout1sixstep =
VDC
pi
(5.3)
where m is the modulation index (linear range between 0<m<1) and VDC the DC-bus average
voltage drop.
from equations 5.2 and 5.3 Mi is
Mi = m
pi
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3
(5.4)
using equations 5.1 and 5.4, current ripple is defined by the following equation
I2in = I
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]
(5.5)
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Parameter Value Units
Rated Voltage 900 V
Capacitance (C) 600 uF
Capacitance Tolerance (∆ C) 10 %
Maximum RMS current (Irms) 102 A
Equivalent series Resistance (ESR) 0.9 m
Equivalent series Inductance (ESL) 35 nH
Table 5.1: Electrical characteristics of 947D601K901DCRSN from CDM Cornell Dubilier
Considering variations of the load power-factor from a range rp f [0.70,1] the capacitor’s cur-
rent capability need was determined to be above 500 uF.
For the capacitor’s voltage rating (Vrating) calculation, a DC-bus maximum average voltage
drop (VDC) of 700 V was used. Using the DC-link reactors inductance plus cables parasitic in-
ductances value (LReactor+Parasitic) of 1.3 mH, a safety precaution offset (VSa f ety) of 0.10 (10%),
maximum ripple frequency ( fRippleCurrent) of 1 kHz, and the value of the average ripple current of
68 A, it is possible to calculate the voltage rating (VV rating) as
Vrating =
(
VDC +LReactor+Parasitic
Iin
1
fRippleCurrent
)
(1+VSa f ety) (5.6)
Its value has been determined as at least greater than 870 V.
The selected capacitor’s for the DC-link BUS: 947D601K901DCRSN from CDM Cornell
Dubilier has the following characteristics in table 5.1, and is presented on the center of figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: DC-link capacitor chosen, with the voltage sensor screwed in its terminals
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5.4 Voltage sensor
The voltage sensor used to measure the DC-bus voltage drop, was fixated directly to the capacitor’s
terminals with its own board as shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10. This helps to lower the noise input
in the measurement and increases the system, robustness.
Figure 5.10: Picture of the Voltage Sensor used already mounted on top of the DC-link Capacitor
The voltage sensor used was the ACPL-C87AT from Avago Technologies, which can sense up
to 1.4 kV. Some of its characteristics are present in table 5.2. The low side and high side of the
sensor are optically isolated. The sensor’s application gives instructions how to design the circuit
necessary for the measurement range. using this information, a board was built in a way that could
be screwed directly onto the capacitor’s holes (shown in figure 5.10).
Parameter Minimum Maximum Units
Ambient Operating Temperature -40 125 ◦C
Input Supply Voltage 4.5 5.5 V
Input supply current 10.4 15 mA
Output Supply Voltage 3.0 5.5 V
Output supply current 6.5 12 mA
Input Voltage 0 2.0 V
Nonlinearity 0.05 0.12 %
Maximum Working Insulation Voltage - 1414 V
Input offset voltage -10 10 mV
Equivalent Input impedance - 1000 MΩ
Table 5.2: Voltage sensor ACPL-C87AT from Avago Technologies electrical characteristics
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5.5 Current sensors
Current sensing in this application is one of the most important measurements to do. Since most
of the control is based on this measurements, and in fact when using sensorless estimation, every
control calculation is based on the current measurements, it is important choose a robust option.
The type of sensor technology chosen for this was the Hall-effect current sensor. Some of its
advantages are:
• Production of an output voltage signal independent of the rate of the detected field.
• This sensors are not affected by ambient conditions, such as dust, humidity, and vibrations.
• A high speed operation is possible.
• Good temperature range
• High bandwidth
• Low error
Figure 5.11: Picture of the current sensor ACS759-200B from Allegro Microsystems taken during
the project
The current sensor chosen was the ACS759-200B from Allegro Microsystems (shown in figure
5.11). This product can measure bidirectional currents which is useful for motor current sensing.
Its characteristics are presented in table 5.3 and one can see the sensor in figure.
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Parameter Value Units
Supply Voltage 3.3 V
Supply Current 10 mA
Sensitivity 6.6 mV/A
Primary Sampled Current ±200 A
Internal Bandwitdth 120 kHz
Electrical voltage off set ±5 mV
Nonlinearity < ± 1 %
Noise 2 mV
Total output error ±2 %
Minim. Operating ambient Temperature -40 ◦C
Maximum. Operating ambient Temperature 85 ◦C
Rise Time 3 µs
Primary conductor resistance 100 µΩ
Quiescent Output Voltage (Ip = 0) SupplyVoltage2 V
Table 5.3: Electrical characteristics of ACS759-200B from Allegro Microsystems
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5.6 Semiconductors
The power converter chosen is a three-phase converter. Considering the maximum power that can
be drawn from the motor, it is possible to establish a power range in which the semiconductor needs
to be able to work. The technology chosen in this case was not a matter of choice, since for this
kind of power levels, IGBT are the best solution. For the voltage and current ratings involved, the
semiconductor’s used were SEMiX303GD12E4c from SEMIKRON [40], which allow to exploit
the full power of the motor, plus for its range it was the best cost-effective solution.
Some electrical parameters of SEMiX303GD12E4c are shown in table 5.4.
Parameters Conditions Value Units
Maximum Collector Emitor Voltage (VCE) Tjunction = 25 ◦C 1200 V
Maximum Collector current (IC) Tjunction = 80 ◦C 359 A
Rising time (tr) Tjunction = 150 ◦C 60 ns
Rising time Delay (td(on)) Tjunction = 150 ◦C 213 ns
Falling time (t f ) Tjunction = 150 ◦C 113 ns
Falling time Delay (td(o f f )) Tjunction = 150 ◦C 535 ns
Table 5.4: Electrical Parameters summary of SEMiX303GD12E4c
As regards to the semiconductor’s control, having in consideration the inverter’s module char-
acteristics, a dual channel drive module was used that can drive IGBT and MOSFETS up to 115
kW.
For this driver’s module (seen in figure 5.12), the author had to build a single board (called
"Passive-Drive Board" from now on) that could handle its low-side input/output signals from/to
the control system, and be also able to output the transistor’s signals. This board was constructed
using the module manufacturer’s manual.
In the manufacturer’s manual, it recommends not to place this type of drivers, right above the
semiconductors which use 17mm IGBT technology, because of the magnetic field coupling during
turn-on and turn-off events and especially during IGBT short circuit can lead to their malfunction
[41]. Due to that requirement, another board was build to make the interface between the driver
and the transistors, which along this text will be called "Contact board".
For a mater of fixation, racks were design to support the semiconductor’s drives near the
semiconductors (seen in picture 5.1). The distance between the semiconductor drives will increase
the cable connections length. Considering that the semiconductors will be commutating at high
frequency, this decreases the robustness of the system due to the fact that this cables will function
like antennas increasing electromagnetic interference (EMI). EMI protection was also a concern
in the driver’s module board design.
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Figure 5.12: Picture of Scale driver used from Power Integrations
5.6.1 Drivers
In order to choose the an appropriate IGBT semiconductor’s driver, there are some general consid-
erations to do. The driver must be able to provide the necessary gate current (IGDriverGateCurrentOut)
in order to charge the input capacity of the semiconductor at the desired frequency as in equation
5.7. in order to do that, one just needs to calculate the required average current of the semicon-
ductor, for the desired commutation frequency, which in this case is 20 kHz. This input capacity
can be found in the semiconductor’s manual.
iSemiconductorAV GateCurrent = Qgate ∗ f (5.7)
iSemiconductorAV GateCurrent < IGDriverGateCurrentOut (5.8)
where iSemiconductorAV GateCurrent is the required average gate current for the transistor to turn on
at that frequency.
The driver also needs to be able to output a maximum peak gate current (IPeakGate) equal to or
greater than the maximum calculated peak gate current as shown in equation 5.9.
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IPeakGate ≥ V GON−V GOFFRG+RGint (5.9)
(5.10)
where V GON is the positive gate voltage drop necessary to turn the transistor on, and V GON
the off voltage necessary drop, whereas RG and RGint are the external and internal semiconduc-
tor’s gate resistances respectively. The external gate resistance must include the driver’s output
resistance, as well as any resistance addition to the circuit.
The output capacitors of the driver must also be able to deliver the gate charge (QG) needed to
charge and discharge the gate of the IGBT. This parameter can be seen in the driver’s manual as
the maximum charge per pulse given (QDriversout/pulse). This value must be duly considered when
selecting a suitable driver.
Qgate < QDriversout/pulse (5.11)
Other desireble features would be a high insulation voltage and also dvdt capability.
The chosen driver’s module, that can be seen in figure 5.12 is the 2SC0108T from Power
Integrations. This driver is not plug in, therefore needs extra circuitry to function as expected.
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5.6.1.1 Passive-Drive Board Design
As it is possible to check from SCALETM-2 2SC08T2Dx-xx Description and Application manual,
this driver core has 6 primary, and 10 secondary pins (shown in figure 5.13). This primary, or
secondary, stands for high level voltage or low level voltage pins, since the primary has a 15 V
level rating, and the high level depends on the type of driver, being 1200 V for the chosen driver
in this application.
Figure 5.13: Drivers 2SC08T2Dx-xx mechanical drawing from top view
Primary Side The primary side pins are:
• 1 GND: Ground
• 2 INA: Signal input A; non-inverting input relative to GND
• 3 INB: Signal input B; non-inverting input relative to GND
• 4 VCC: Supply Voltage; 15V relative to GND
• 5 TB: Set blocking time
• 6 SO2: Status output of channel 2;high impedance, pulled down to low on fault
• 7 SO1: Status output of channel 1;high impedance, pulled down to low on fault
• 8 MOD: Mode Selection (direct/half bridge mode)
The above list have the designation of all the primary side pins, as well as their function.
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Mode Selection Depending on the type of signal entering the MOD pin, the driver acts as a full
bridge or direct mode driver.
To use full bridge mode, MOD pin should be connected to high level (15 V) and the INA pin
serves as a PWM signal input pin, and PINB pin as a turn ON/OFF or enable pin. This functions
this way so that one can use the driver to drive one leg of the inverter. Both transistors will turn on
and off in a opposite direction. Direct mode, has to be activated with a low level in MOD pin, and
both transistors can have independent PWM signals.
Despite the fact that the driver already has full bridge or direct mode the option was to make
the board always operate in direct mode, so that it could be used on other applications in the future.
Dead-time control In order not to prevent faulty short-circuits in the same inverter leg, dead
time control between the transistor’s operations was implemented using hardware. For this, a
simple RC network is used.
By using an additional Schmidt-trigger (as seen in figure 5.14) it is possible to decrease the
jitter of the propagation delay.
Figure 5.14: Drivers 2SC08T2Dx-xx mechanical drawing from top view
The minimum pulse suppression time Tmin,on at turn-on and Tmin,o f f turn-off can be calculated
by
Tmin,on = RxCx ln
(
VDD
VDD−VT H,high
)
(5.12)
Tmin,o f f = RxCx ln
(
VDD
VT H,low
)
(5.13)
where VDD is the input logic level of INx VT H,high and VT H,low are the high and lower threshold
levels of the hysteresis voltage band of the used Schmidt-trigger.
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EMI Protection This driver cores have a turn-on threshold voltage of about 2.6 V and 1.3 V for
turn-off when using INA/INB pins. in very electromagnetically stressed environments it is possible
that this threshold is not high enough, and that faulty turn-on/of may occur. To prevent this from
happening, one voltage divider is used so that this threshold is higher after the Schmidt-trigger.
Output status Pins SOx are able to output error signals if any faulty operation happens. The x
in SOx stands for the designated channel. In example, if both transistors short circuit the power
supply, this signals will be pulled to GND for a period of time that is defined by a resistor from
pin TB to ground.
This resistance can be calculated by the following equation
Rb = Tb+51 (5.14)
where Tb is the blocking time in milliseconds, and Rb is in kΩ.
When no fault condition is detected, SOx has high impedance, therefore voltage spikes can be
easily induced in the transmission line, especially if the microcontroller is at a long distance.
To prevent EMI influences, MOSFET are used to output the signals, whereas the use of an
additional Schmidt-trigger reduces the jitter of the net. This approach ca be seen in figure 5.15
and has been used in the designed board.
Figure 5.15: Typical Driver’s module primary electrical scheme
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Secondary Side The secondary side pins are:
• 9 GH1: Gate high channel 1; pulls gate high through turn-on resistor
• 10 VE1: Emitter channel 1; connect to emitter power switch
• 11 GL1: Gate low channel 1; pulls gate low through turn-off resistor
• 12 REF1: Set VCE detection threshold voltage channel 1; resistor to VE1
• 13 VCE1: VCE sense channel 1; connect to IGBT collector through resistor network
• 14 FREE
• 15 FREE
• 16 FREE
• 17 GH2: Gate high channel 2; pulls gate high through turn-on resistor
• 18 VE2: Emitter channel 2; connect to emitter power switch
• 19 GL2: Gate low channel 2; pulls gate low through turn-off resistor
• 20 REF2: Set VCE detection threshold voltage channel 2; resistor to VE2
• 21 VCE2: VCE sense channel 2; connect to IGBT collector through resistor network
Their circuit scheme can be seen in figure 5.16 The REFx pin allows a threshold to be set for
short-circuit and/or overcurrent protection with a resistor and capacitor net placed between those
pins and VEx pins.
The reference voltage is set by the resistor Rthx, which can be calculated using the reference
current (typically 150 µA)
Vre f x = 150µA ·Rthx (5.15)
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Figure 5.16: Typical Driver’s module secondary electrical scheme
Short-Circuit Protection Short circuit protection is done by detecting VCEx de-saturation.
This method detects VCE in its operation. Short circuit is a condition in which the switching
device has no load, so all of the supplied voltage appears across the device. As such, during short
circuit, VCE of the IGBT diverges from the low on-state voltage and rise to DC loop voltage
following the power output curve. If such high voltage appears in C-E terminal, where low on-
state voltage region, then it is detected by the VCE(sat) sensing circuit and protection circuit [42].
This method has no loss from components in detecting the current, which improves the overall
efficiency of the circuit. In addition, there is less stray inductance due to the protection current,
which enables faster operations. Furthermore, since it uses the characteristics of the device without
any additional device in the circuit, it is an effective circuit in both AC and DC circuits [42].
This is done by using a RC network between emitter and collector terminals of the device. As
can bee sen in figure 5.16, there is a RC network before VCEx to VEx. The series resistor Rvcex
and Rax define the current that the capacitor uses to charge, but this also depends on the voltage it
sees. Higher voltage on the terminals of the switch will mean lower charge time. Using this time
as a measurement it is possible to signal the transistor OFF and protect the circuit.
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Results After finishing the electrical design, a mechanical design for prototyping was done.
Using the department’s low-cost circuit printing system, a prototype was built (shown in figure
5.17), in order to test all the functionality .
Figure 5.17: Finished prototype board
To test the diver under motor operation conditions, one single inverter leg was used, where
channel 1 of the would switch on/off the top transistor, and the driver channel 2 would switch
on/off the bottom transistor of the same leg.
The load was connected from the point between the transistors to the ground of the power
supply.
The driver’s board was designed in order that when the output of the Schmidt-trigger signals
reaches 11 V, the input of the ports sees 2.6 V which is threshold level for switching. This protects
the system against high EMI levels because it increases the port threshold. Moreover, both ports
would have a minimum delay of 300 ns before turning on the transistor. port b, or INB would have
a extra 400ns of delay so to ensure that the output gate levels would have a dead-time control of
700 ns between them.
To test this, the switching command would be exactly the opposite for each transistor using a
NOT logic gate. This means that if INA switches off 300ns after the input level is 11 V, INB has
to switch to on state 400 ns after it. It is possible to the result of this test in figures 5.18 and 5.19,
where the orange signal is the input switching command after the Schmidt-trigger, pink signal is
the voltage level between the divider at INA pin, and green signal is the voltage level between the
divider at INB pin. At the right side of the screen, it is possible to see the measurement made by
the cursors, which in fact shows very good results.
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Figure 5.18: Driver’s dead-time control and EMI protection test (INB 1µs)
Figure 5.19: Driver’s dead-time control and EMI protection test (INA 300ns)
After this test, VCE voltage levels and and gate signals were monitored. To test the high
frequency response, both gate signals were disconnected from the transistor and placed between
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an equal gate charge to ground. Both INA and INB were using the same triggering signal so that
one could see their response in an equal matter. The results was as expected, both signals had the
same frequency as the trigger command, apart from the phase delay. This can be seen in figure
5.20
Figure 5.20: Gate signals at 20 kHz
After this testes, and using a commercial drive board sold by the driver’s manufacture, one
compared short-circuit protection results and VCE spikes while turning off the transistor at high
currents. The results shown that it would work in the same matter, having the same level of
voltage spikes. The short-circuit protection tests worked but they were only tested at low power,
roughly 2 kW, not being able to full test it and to register response times. With this said, in future
analysis of the board one should test this feature more deeply.
Shortly after comparing the commercial drive to the prototype built, one final design was
completed and sent to print outside the institution. The result can be seen in figures 5.21 to 5.24.
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Figure 5.21: Driver’s final board picture - 1
Figure 5.22: Driver’s final board picture - 2
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Figure 5.23: Driver’s final board picture - 3
Figure 5.24: Driver’s final board picture - 4
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5.6.1.2 Contact Board Design
After constructing the driver’s module board, two 6 pin duboxs (as the one seen in figure 5.25)
were use to output the signals for the transistor terminals. This only has one position which avoids
some placement errors.
Figure 5.25: 6 Pin Dubox used
In order to connect the cables that output the duboxs, another board was constructed. It was
finished by using the mechanical drawing of the three-phase inverter’s module acquired. Some
early pictures of it can be seen in figure 5.26 and it fits perfectly onto the transistor’s pins.
Figure 5.26: Contact board designed
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5.7 Control Unit
In order to experimentally execute the control, one needs a control unit capable of doing every
signal acquisition and calculations at a higher frequency than the defined control frequency 20
kHz.
The Microcontroller unit or MCU chosen is presented, and is also shown a brief introduction
to some programing optimization that allows the MCU to achieve this control frequency. A control
board was afterwards designed to be able to connect the micro controller to the driver’s board, read
the sensors and output some control variables for eventual debug needs.
5.7.1 Microprocessor
The XMC4500 Relax Kit from Infineon’s was chosen for this project as the controller unit. Some
summary features of this kit can be found online, and are present in table 5.5.
The controller kit is presented in figure 5.27.
XMC4500 Relax Kit summary features
XMC4500 Microcontroller (ARM R© Cortex TM-M4F based)
Detachable on-board debugger
Power over USB
ESD and reverse current protection
2 x user button and 2 x user LED
4 x SPI-Master, 3x I2C, 3 x I2S, 3 x UART, 2 x CAN, 17 x ADC
(12 bit), 2 x DAC, 31x PWM mapped on 2 Pin Headers 2 x 20 0.1”
Micro-USB plug
Ethernet PHY and RJ45 jack
Real Time Clock crystal
32 Mbit Quad-SPI Flash
microSD card slot
Table 5.5: MC4500 Relax Kit summary features found on Infineon’s website
Figure 5.27: Picture of the microcontroller taken during the project
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5.7.2 Control Board design
In order to be able to connect the input/output pins of the microcontroller, and also, provide power
to it and the sensors, a control board was designed. This board was also designed to be able to
output some debug variables, like id and iq current values, PWM values by using test-points.
Some hardware protection was built into it as well, i.e. detection of output errors from the
semiconductor’s drive board, prevent two PWM signals designated for two different transistor in
the same inverter leg to be on at the same time. It also has hardware protection against overcurrent.
Some debug buttons were used so that the code can only run when they are on.
The semiconductor’s drive module output and input voltage level, as well as the voltage sensor
need to be fed by a 5 V power supply, and the microprocessor has a 3.3 V level. To feed the
microcontroller a single linear regulator with an output of 5 V was used. The solution for the
connection between the two systems was to use a voltage divider to read the input signals. For the
output signals, the pin was connected to a transistor’s gate, which has its collector connected to a
3V-to-5V boost converter.
It is possible to see a picture of the produced control board in figures 5.28 to 5.29.
Figure 5.28: Picture of control board - Reset buttons
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Figure 5.29: Picture of control board - microcontroller
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Chapter 6
Closure
6.1 Project critical analysis and conclusions
The beauty in science is that, different solutions can provide the same result. Despite vehicle
designers usually opt for induction motors because of their higher availability, permanent magnet
synchronous machines also seem to be a very good solution due to its higher power to weight ratio.
As so, the proposed challenge for this master thesis, was to develop and a PMSM drive system
that could provide good enough performance for a race car.
At the start of the project, an overview of the system was conducted. The study of the classical
mathematical model of the motor, as well as the choice of the used power converter structure was
done and are documented in the first chapters. For system protection, the author conducted a study
on how to calculate every power loss on the converter structure, so that it could be able to design
one heat-sink.
Research was then made, on how to control both of the main power sub-systems: Motor and
Power Converter. After comparing all the presented motor control methods and strategies, in
chapter 3, the author decided to use FOC and Stator Current vector at 90 ◦ respectively. The
dynamic model of the system is also presented, as well as sensorless techniques in order to lower
the budget of the implementation.
As for the power converter control method, a fundamental switching method (SVM) was im-
plemented. This choice was made because this method had the lowest power losses between all,
and could provide the higher line-to-line voltage. Although, this added some complexity in the
final system but it was successfully implemented using c-blocks in the simulator, ultimately being
programmed into the microprocessor.
Using the simulation tools presented in chapter 4, it was possible to successfully obtain the
control of the machine using the chosen control scheme.
In order to be able to test the controller’s response in a more realist simulation, the author
began to transform every control scheme step into a C language blocks. This allowed to test if the
programmed code for the MCU would have the same results as the ones in simulator simulation-
blocks. The usefulness in this, is that in the end, it was possible to use most of the code produced,
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directly in the MCU.
After successfully completing the control system into one single C Language control block,
the author began to lower the frequency response of this same block. This served as a way to check
the system response, and properly tune the controllers, for the real implementation frequency (20
kHz).
Sequential to this, simulation tests were conducted in order to try to estimate rotor position
with direct back-EMF estimation techniques. Unfortunately, no good results were obtained.
In order to implement the control scheme, and to fully complete the project, the needed hard-
ware was chosen and acquired.
For the power converter and its control, an IGBT power module and a drive module have been
acquired. The driver’s module required the development two additional boards so that they could
be connected to the control system, and also, to the transistors. This boards have been designed,
prototyped and successfully tested, comparing its results with an actual commercial board. The
results were good enough to approve the construction of the necessary boards with higher grade
materials. This also allowed a reduction in budget of about one third, while comparing to the direct
purchase of the commercial driver’s module board.
Other equipment were also chosen and acquired: DC-link Capacitor, Current Sensors, Voltage
Sensors, Semiconductors, Motor, MCU etc.
Prior to the purchase of the MCU, the programmed C-language block was tested in real time,
using the processor’s unit, in order to validate that the control frequency could be done in 20 kHz.
For this, a preset of input/output variables were tabled into the XMC4500, and one output pin
would turned ON every time the control scheme initiated. The results of this test was positive,
confirming that all the calculations could be done under than 50 µs.
In the end, a general control board was built, which function was to connect the MCU to the
driver’s modules, current sensors, voltage sensors and power supply. This board also has a logic
circuit, which interrupts the motor operation, with the use of null power converter state vectors,
if failure control conditions are found. Some of this conditions are: short-circuit, overcurrent, no
dead-time control for the same inverter leg transistors etc. Further hardware allows to fully debug
the control variables from output signals, which are then presented at test points. Some of these
signals are: PWM gate signals for all the transistors, id value, iq value, speed of the motor, DC
voltage levels, phase current values etc. This board was successfully tested, showing the results
pretended for all the mentioned conditions.
The overall results were good but, unfortunately, the time schedule prevented the author to
finish the project, only being able to test all the hardware subsystems separately. No real motor
operation was accomplished during this master thesis duration.
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6.1.1 Future Work
Due to lack of time not every objective or intended action have been accomplished. The next list,
intends to present some future work to be done, so that this project can be considered finished.
• Acquire the DC-link reactor, since the author had not budget left.
• Finish the started assembly of the power-train and completely test the algorithm with the
motor running.
• The implemented SVM for the control fo the power converter, was not fully complete.
It is still possible to use a varying common node which allows further increase in phase
amplitude of about 15%.
• For the estimation of sensor position, the author suggests to try SMO as it is the method
that shows better results in all frequency range and at zero speed. Additional state observers
should be used for back-EMF estimation.
• The motor control scheme can yield better results. The author suggests to create in simula-
tion environment, another c-language block that converts information, into quantized levels
according to the MCU ADC bit number. This should improve the system realistic simula-
tion. It helps to simulate the loss of information at the input of the controllers, enabling a
more real tuning.
• Implementation of extra algorithms that can handle regenerative breaking. As well as to
improve the power converter unit so that it can absorb this kind of energy. Probably add a
chopper or a an extra bank of capacitors using a kinetic energy recuperation system.
• In the end, implement the control in a better mathematical simulation environment so that
some of the non-linear behavior can be taken into account, lets say: magnetic saturation
limits, resistance variation with temperature, inductances fluctuations etc
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